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Committee votes to eliminate CIL tests
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

The motion to remove Computer and
Information Literacy (CIL) tests from graduation
requirements was passed in a 14-2 vote Tuesday
morning through the General Education subcommittee.
The motion will be brought to the Education
Policy committee in December to further its
progress so that it may be implemented by the
summer of 2011.
“What was decided by the committee was
there has been a transition and a change in what
students need,” said ASUSU President Tyler
Tolson. “When the CIL tests came up, students
weren’t really computer literate, so this was a
great track to take, but now students are coming
to school computer literate.”
Removing CILs from graduation requirements is two years in the making, and issues

caused by the tests were first brought to the
foreground by 2008-09 ASUSU president Grady
Brimley and his council.
“In theory, people were supposed to take
the CIL by the end of their freshman year so
they could move efficiently through the rest of
their coursework,” said Norm Jones, General
Education subcommittee chair. “But, people
weren’t taking it on time and weren’t able to
graduate.”
He said students sending in appeals stating
they could not graduate because of their CILs
was common, and attaching CIL requirements
to English classes was leaving seats empty in
those classes.
Tolson said a few people on the committee
were alarmed by the majority vote that passed
the ban of CIL requirements because their jobs
are directly related to CIL testing. However, if
the CILs are no longer required after the upcoming vote by the Educational Policy committee,

Tolson said his hope is to still have a computer
literacy resource center to help students who
need those skills.
If the removal of the tests is passed through
all the committees, the $30 CIL fee will be
removed.
“If it’s a needed resource, I don’t think the
university will have a hard time sending funding that way,” Tolson said.
Freshman elementary education major
Kallyn Austin said she has taken two of her CILs
so far because it was required in a freshman orientation class.
“I know how to use my computer,” she said. “I
don’t need silly little tests to tell me what I need
to know about my computer. If you’ve never
used a computer in your life before, I guess it is
beneficial.”
Shahriar Kabir, a graduate student in
management information systems, said he
was required to take the CILs to graduate and

believes they are necessary to USU students’
education.
“They shouldn’t cancel it,” Kabir said. “I
think everyone needs to have some computer
literacy. There are a lot of basic things that look
simple, but doing it yourself and finding things
on the programs takes practice.”
One of the proposals for the future is to have
a diagnostic test that sums up all the tests.
“It has also been proposed that the ethics
portion of the CIL tests be retained after seeing
a couple hundred copy-and-paste plagiarisms,”
Jones said.
The committee discussed saving the ethics
portion of the CILs as a test to gain access to the
library.
“We remain concerned that everyone has
computer literacy, but this particular method
wasn’t working,” Jones said.

– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu

Art Barn transforms to
make way for museum
By ROUCHELLE BROCKMAN
staff writer

The USU Museum of Anthropology,
currently located in Old Main, will be
moving to the Art Barn, located near the
Vet Science Building and parking lot next
to the TSC, in Fall 2011.
“There are lots of exhibits (the museum) wanted to do but were limited by
space,” said Jon Alfred, department of history graduate student. The current museum has approximately 2,000 square feet
of display space. The move will expand
that about five times over, Alfred said.
Wheeler and Alfred gave a lecture on
the Barn and museum Saturday. They
have been assisting Dr. Bonnie Pitblado,
anthropology program director, in
researching the Barn’s history.
Alfred said the Art Barn, formally the
Horse Barn, was originally built in 1893

where Widtsoe Hall currently is located
and housed then University President
Widtsoe’s buggy. The Barn was also used
to house the university stallion. The
university brought the horse from Fort
Douglas and used it to improve herds
throughout the valley, Alfred said.
In 1919 the Horse Barn was torn down
and rebuilt in its current location. It
housed horses until the 1950s. The livestock were removed from campus in 1955
and the Barn stood empty until 1959,
Alfred said.
In 1959 the fine arts department facilities sustained serious damages from a
kiln explosion. The fine arts department
petitioned the University to remodel
the Barn for the use of art instruction to
replace space damaged in the explosion,
Alfred said.
THE ART BARN WILL BE renovated to display the artifact and replica collections in the anthropology museum. It is
set to be complete Fall 2011. MAKAELA HERRAN photo

- See MUSEUM, page 4

ISC president proposes new seat in ASUSU executive council
By JESSICA SWEAT
staff writer

A bill proposing the creation of a new position on the
ASUSU executive council was presented at Tuesday’s council meeting. International Student Council President (ISC)
Christian Orr presented the bill along with bill sponsors
Trevor Nelson, graduate student vice president, and Brent
Crosby, executive vice president.
The passage of the bill would allow for an elected international vice president to sit on the ASUSU executive council
and act as International Student Council President. The
bill states that currently 1 of every 16 students on the Utah
State University main campus are international students.

Orr confirmed this number is actually 1 of 14.5 students
and said it is consistently becoming smaller as the international student population grows. Orr said with a large
student population, more direct representation is necessary
and currently absent.
The bill states international student needs are different
than that of sub-cultures and U.S. minorities and cannot
be met by sharing one representative, the diversity vice
president. The position would also remove budget stewardship from the diversity vice president and claim stewardship over cultural and ethnic orgnizations that are not U.S.
Minorities. The bill also states that integration between
ASUSU sponsored events and international events rarely
occurs. If the position were created, the bill requires that

equal rights and privileges be given to the position as well
as being integrated into Spring 2011 elections. However,
only international students will vote to elect the new position.
After the bill was presented to the council, President
Tyler Tolson opened up a council discussion. Orr was also
invited to sit in and discuss.
Questions asked inquired about sole election versus
entire student body and if there was valid reasoning for a
diversity chair as well as an international chair.
Academic Senate President Tanner Wright asked, “Can’t
they work together toward the same goal?”

- See POSITION, page 4

Smokeout aims to prevent tobacco use
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

ABOUT 23,000 SMOKERS reside in Utah and 14,800 children are exposed to secondhand smoke regularly. ARMEN HOVSEPYAN photo
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While most Americans are aware that the fourth
Thursday in November is designated as a day to give
thanks, many may not know that one week earlier, another
national day is set apart to rally against an addiction that
kills every 6.5 seconds, said Prevention Specialist Ryan
Barfuss.
The Great American Smokeout, a day designated to
encourage people to quit smoking tobacco, will be recognized across the United States on Nov. 18, and the USU
Student Health and Wellness Center is taking part.
Booths will be available from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in

Aggie men’s
basketball
travels to
Provo today
to take on
the BYU.
Page 8

the Taggart Student Center basement Nov. 17 and in the
Merrill Cazier Library atrium Nov. 18, with advice, support
and information about key ways to quit smoking.
“If we can help just even one person get on the path of a
smoke-free life then we have done our job,” Barfuss said.
He said tobacco use will kill 1 billion people in the 21st
century if current smoking trends continue.
While the number of tobacco users in Utah is significantly lower than the national average, there are more than
230,000 users in the Beehive State, about 10.5 percent of the
statewide population, Barfuss said. Nearly 14,800 children
in Utah are exposed to secondhand smoke within their own

- See HABIT, page 3
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah Statesman
is to correct any error made as soon
as possible. If you find something
you would like clarified or find
unfair, please contact the editor at
797-1762 or TSC 105.

Nat’lBriefs
Prosecution rests case
in Brian Mitchell trial

SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
– Attorneys for the man accused
of kidnapping Elizabeth Smart in
2002 are calling their first witness
in his Salt Lake City trial.
Federal prosecutors rested their
case against Brian David Mitchell
on Tuesday morning and defense
attorneys called their first witness, a religious leader from when
Mitchell was a member of the
Mormon church.
Mitchell’s trial on charges of
kidnapping and unlawful transportation of a minor across state lines
is in its third week. If convicted, the
57-year-old one-time street preacher could spend the rest of his life in
prison.
Mitchell’s attorneys have not
disputed the facts of Smart’s abduction and nine months in captivity
but contend he is mentally ill.

Feds may ban alcoholic energy drinks
WASHINGTON (AP) – The Food
and Drug Administration is expected
to find that caffeine is an unsafe food
additive to alcoholic drinks, essentially
banning them, and manufacturers will
then be warned that marketing caffeinated alcoholic beverages could be illegal.
The FDA ruling, which could come
as soon as this week, “should be the
nail in the coffin of these dangerous
and toxic drinks,” Sen. Chuck Schumer,
D-N.Y., who has pushed the Obama
administration to ban the beverages,
said Tuesday. Federal regulators would
not confirm Schumer’s announcement
that a ban was imminent.
While there is little known medical
evidence that the drinks are less safe
than other alcoholic drinks, public
health advocates say the drinks can
make people feel more alert and able to
handle tasks like driving. A Wake Forest
University study found that students
who combine caffeine and alcohol are
more likely to suffer alcohol-related
injuries than those drinking alcohol

without caffeine.
College students have been hospitalized after drinking the beverages,
including the popular Four Loko. That
beverage comes in several varieties,
including fruit punch and blue raspberry. A 23.5-ounce can sells for about
$2.50 and has an alcohol content of
12 percent, comparable to four beers,
according to the company’s website.
Four states – Washington, Michigan,
Utah and Oklahoma – have banned the
beverages and other states are considering similar action. Police in Mesa, Ariz.,
said an “extremely intoxicated” teenager
smashed her SUV into a tree Sunday
morning after reportedly playing “beer
pong” with Four Loko.
Last year the FDA notified more than
two dozen manufacturers of caffeinated
alcoholic beverages that it had never
specifically approved the addition of
caffeine to alcoholic drinks and began
studying whether it is unsafe and should
be outlawed. The agency noted the mix’s
growing popularity among college stu-

FOUR LOKO ALCOHOLIC energy drinks are seen in the cooler of a convenience store Nov. 10 in Seattle. Following a vote by the state Liquor Control Board
Wednesday, Washington state is banning the drinks effective Nov. 18. AP photo

dents and its potential health and safety
issues.
The FDA said then it had not reached
a conclusion about its safety but cited
concerns from state attorneys general
from several states who contended the
drinks appeal to underage drinkers and

Cindy McCain disagrees with her
husband on military’s gay policy

WASHINGTON (AP) – Cindy
McCain appeared to very publicly differ with her husband, 2008
Highest medal given
Republican presidential nominee
John McCain, over the ban on gays
to soldier for heroism
serving openly in the military,
WASHINGTON (AP)
opposing the policy in a new video
– Ambushed in Afghanistan, Staff
while her husband works to mainSgt. Salvatore Giunta stepped into
tain it for now.
a “wall of bullets” and chased down
Linking a recent spate of gay
two Taliban fighters who were carteens’ suicides with politicians who
rying his mortally wounded friend
support the “don’t ask, don’t tell”
away.
policy, Cindy McCain directly lays
Three years after that act of
blame for the deaths with lawmakbattlefield bravery, Giunta on
ers and clergy who oppose gay
Tuesday became the first living serrights. In a celebrity-filled anti-bulvice member from the Afghanistan
lying video, Mrs. McCain says “govand Iraq wars to receive the nation’s
ernment treats the (gay) community
top military award, the Medal of
like second-class citizens” and does
Honor.
not give young people hope.
Far from the perilous ridge
A message to the senator’s office
where his unit was attacked on a
was not immediately returned.
moonlit night in October 2007,
The video was posted online
Giunta stood in the glittering East
by NOH8, a gay rights group that
Room, in the company of military
CINDY MCCAIN, the wife of the 2008 Republican
began in opposition to Proposition
brass, past Medal of Honor winpresidential nominee, Sen. John McCain, is speaking out
8. California voters in 2008 passed
ners, his surviving comrades and
against the ban on gays serving openly in the military, con- that ballot measure that bans samefamilies as President Barack Obama trary to her husband. AP photo
sex marriage. Mrs. McCain and
hung the blue ribbon cradling the
medal around Giunta’s neck.

LateNiteHumor
Top 10 New Words of 2010
– November 15, 2010
10. Lohab
9. Obamamess
8. Baba-Bookdeal
7. Foxtitious
6. Sheentoxicated
5. Witchcrap
4. Baconfetti
3. Opraholic
2. Leno’d
1. Palincoherent

encourage reckless behavior.
FDA spokeswoman Siobhan
DeLancey would not confirm any
upcoming action but said the agency
recognizes “this very important public
health issue” and will announce the
results of its review when it is complete.

daughter Meghan McCain appeared
in ads for that cause and have previously split with the Arizona lawmaker on gay marriage.
The group’s latest video features
rockers Slash and Gene Simmons
and reality show stars Denise
Richards and Drew Pinsky. The
celebrities tick through opportunities denied gays, such as donating
blood or marrying in most states.
Mrs. McCain, the mother of sons
in uniform, then adds: “They can’t
serve our country openly.”
Late Friday, Mrs. McCain went
to Twitter to issue a statement.
“I fully support the NOH8 campaign and all it stands for and am
proud to be a part of it,” she wrote.
“But I stand by my husband’s
stance on DADT,” she continued,
referring to the “don’t ask, don’t
tell” policy.
Hopes for repealing the 17-yearold policy have dimmed in the
last week. The House and a Senate
committee have approved the
repeal but Sen. McCain has insisted

lawmakers wait until he reviews a
Pentagon study on the military’s
attitudes on repeal before voting in
the full Senate. That report is due to
Defense Secretary Robert Gates on
Dec. 1 but it is not clear when the
results will be released.
That 370-page study has concluded the military can lift the ban
on gays serving openly in uniform
with only minimal and isolated
incidents of risk to the current
war efforts, The Washington Post
reported this week. The newspaper
quoted two people familiar with a
draft of the study.
Gates has ordered an investigation into the leak of details from the
draft study.
More than 70 percent of respondents to a survey sent to active-duty
and reserve troops over the summer said the effect of repeal would
be positive, mixed or nonexistent,
the sources told the newspaper. A
Gallup poll in May found 70 percent of American favor allowing
gays and lesbians to serve openly.

War orphans get look at childhood records

PHOENIX (AP) – When a humanitarian worker
asked Ajak Dau Akech in 1988 why he fled civil war
in Sudan and walked 1,000 perilous miles to a refugee
camp in Ethiopia, the boy answered with words few 8year-olds would know.
“We ran away from massacring and butchering of
the people,” the boy said.
More than 20 years later, Akech had no idea he had
spoken those words until he read them from a document he didn’t know until recently even existed.
Akech and other Sudanese war orphans, known as
the Lost Boys of Sudan, are starting to receive eightpage records that include their family histories, the
names of people they traveled with on their flight from
war, the names of those who died along the way, medical information and observations about their wellbeing and photographs of themselves.
For many of the Lost Boys, the roughly 13,000
documents are the only record of their childhood and
families, the photos the only ones taken of them as
children.

The records were a project by Radda Barnen, the
Swedish branch of Save the Children International,
and were meant to document the histories of the boys
who arrived at the refugee camp without parents in
hopes they could be reunited later.
But the war lasted 21 years, nearly 2 million people
were killed and many villages were destroyed, leaving
reunions virtually impossible.
The civil war between Sudan’s Arab and Muslim,
northern-dominated central government and rebels
in the mainly Christian and animist south ended with
a 2005 peace agreement establishing an autonomous
southern Sudan. Southerners are scheduled to vote in
an independence referendum in January that could
split Africa’s largest country in two.
The Lost Boys’ records had been moved repeatedly,
were nearly destroyed by another agency intent on
throwing them out, and were languishing in a Radda
Barnen warehouse in Ethiopia when Kirk Felsman
learned of them.
Felsman was a senior research scholar at Duke

University and was working on a children’s rights project with Radda Barnen when he saw the documents in
2004.
Felsman obtained a grant from the Andrew W.
Mellon Foundation, and a team of anthropologists
and others scanned more than 100,000 pages over four
months before giving them to the Arizona Lost Boys
Center in Phoenix, where about 600 Lost Boys have
resettled.
It took the center and a team of mostly volunteers
six more years to sift through the scanned documents,
but all are now digitized and searchable online at
www.lostboysreunited.org.
Of the 30,000 children who began the trek, only
about 11,000 survived, according to the Lost Boys
Center. In the first month that the database was available, the website got 4,000 hits from 32 countries and
orders for 400 personal histories, which started going
out in the mail from Phoenix last week.
Ann Wheat, founder of the Arizona Lost Boys
Center, said the arduous task has been worth it.
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Club members
work long hours
to restore cabin
By MARISSA BODILY
staff writer

The Forestry club is in the process
of renovating Doc’s Cabin, built up
Logan Canyon in the 1950s by USU
students and professors.
The cabin was originally built for
students to stay in during the summer while they were working on the
school forest said James Long, USU
Department of Wildland Resources
professor.
The school forest is now called
T.W. Daniel Experimental Forest.
Ray Moore and T.W. Daniel, both
late natural resources professors,
supervised the construction of the
cabin by students, Long said.
For years the cabin was used as a
research station and was well kept,
said Donovan Birch, last year’s USU
Forestry club president and undergraduate forestry major. Birch has
been a leader in the restoration of
Doc’s Cabin.
“As roads got better, the commute
time to town became short enough
that students no longer stayed in the
forest at night and the cabin wasn’t
used much,” Long said.
The cabin was used from the
1950s until the mid 1970s, Long
said. It was used for students so that
they wouldn’t have travel to do their
research, but as the commute from
school to the forest became easier
the cabin was abandoned and used
only to store things.
Doc’s Cabin was named for T.W.
“Doc” Daniel, a late College of
Natural Resources professor. The
Cabin is also referred to as Daniel
Cabin.
“The renovation of the cabin will
mainly affect the student community because forestry and natural
resources students can use it as a
base to operate and do research,”

said Mike Kuhns, USU wildland
resources professor.
About two years ago, the Forest
Service decided to destroy the cabin
because it was not being used and
was considered a safety hazard. The
Forestry club decided to intervene.
By restoring the cabin, Birch said
he hopes to help students develop a
connection to the forest and its history that has been lost because the
cabin was no longer used.
Groups of volunteers, usually
consisting of four or five students,
travel to the cabin to help with the
renovation.
“We try to go up twice during
the fall semester and hope to get up
there at least once during the spring
semester,” Birch said. The Forest
Service closes the road to the cabin
when there is too much snow, which
makes it difficult to travel there, but
it is always accessible with snowmobiles.
The renovation of the cabin began
last fall when volunteers cleaned out
the cabin.
“There was year’s worth of junk
and lots of really old paint in the
cabin, which was kind of weird,”
Birch said. “It took the whole day
just to clean everything out.”
Even though the cabin was a mess,
it was still structurally sound, he
said. Many different animals made
their homes in the cabin so the
group had to clear them out.
The next step in the restoration
of Doc’s Cabin is to make repairs,
which the group is working on this
fall.
“It sounds like the cabin really
needed to be restored,” Kuhns said,
“so it’s good they are doing it now
before it has the chance to deteriorate even more.”
The club wants to make the cabin

Campus & Community

Students to create
sanitation awareness

USU’S FORESTRY CLUB RENOVATES a cabin located in Logan Canyon in
order to create a place the public can rent out for events. The club stopped the
Forest Service from demolishing the cabin. Photo courtesy Donovan Birch

available for public use by restoring
it to a more usable condition. People
could stay there now, but it Birch
said it probably isn’t “too safe” yet.
The group is hoping it will be ready
to rent out by next fall. The cabin
will be used for student outings,
skiers and snowboarders and the
public. Public rental of the cabin will
be available through USU’s Outdoor
Recreation Center.
Because it has been costly to
repair the cabin, it will be good to
start making money off the project
when the cabin can be rented out,

Birch said. The restoration of Doc’s
Cabin has been funded by USU’s
Forestry Club. The club has had to
purchase a wood-burning stove,
among other things, for the project.
To help fund the project, the club
sells firewood in amounts varying
from small amounts to truckloads,
Birch said.
The club can be contacted at forestry@aggiemail.usu.edu.
– marissa.bodily@aggiemail.usu.edu

Stench prompts canceled classes at USU-CEU
Faculty, staff
Staff
and students were
Guy
XXXX
overwhelmed with a
stench in the Student
Activity Center (SAC)
building last week.
“From the time I
entered the building
until hours after I left
work, my head would
ache. By Thursday,
my sinuses hurt and
my head was throbbing,” said Susan Polster, whose
office is in the SAC. She advises The Eagle newspaper
staff, whose lab is located in the building.
“I watched two maintenance people pump water
and raw sewage out of the manhole in front of the
SAC building, Thursday, and into the sewer line
located in the middle of the grassy area between the
theater and Reeves Building,” she said.
By Friday, the smell was still lingering and
Robbin Snow, The Eagle Station manager; Linda
Davis and Debbie Prichard, cosmetology instructors,
as well as Jan Thornton and Tammie Pantelakis from
the counseling office, all reported headaches and
sinus issues.
Prichard, Davis and Pantelakis are both getting
nose bleeds with Prichard and Polster continuing to

USU-CEU
News

have headache symptoms throughout the weekend.
Thornton missed work the following Monday. Many
of Prichard’s students experienced the same problems as the employees in the building.
Jason Llewelyn, Carbon County Emergency
Services and Homeland Security director, tested the
quality of the air in the SAC building. He told the
residents the gas level was low and the sewer gases
would affect the olfactory nerves of the nose for 1015 minutes upon entering the building.
The sewer gases are not life-threatening, Llewelyn
said.
USU-CEU biology and chemistry instructor Jon
Krum said, “Sewer gases are typically derived from
raw sewage ... poop. They are toxic. I do not recommend breathing them for long periods of time.”
Because of the foul smell, Prichard cancelled her
cosmetology class for four days. She is worried about
the health problems associated with the origin of the
smell. Her three adjuncts all called in sick with headache, sinus and dizziness problems. Snow planned to
put out the mail in the post office, but not stay once
it was out.
She closed the post office for three days. The
Health and Wellness Center closed Nov. 3 and 4.
Thornton did not allow her part-time employees
to come in for a few days because she did not want
them to get sick.

Prichard and Davis said they are concerned
because if the air is toxic, they have two pregnant
students in their program breathing it daily.
In an e-mail to Polster on Nov. 1, Sheila
Burghardt, USU-CEU maintenance supervisor,
wrote, “The problem in the SAC is a continuous one.
The structural integrity of the building is failing as
can be seen by the uneven floors and door frames.”
Burghart said: “In addition, the service systems,
HVAC, plumbing and electrical are compromised
by the movement of the building. The recent incident was caused by a slight drip coming from the
restroom in the north hall. The drip was at a point
where one pipe connected to another and the movement of the building caused the connection to shift.
Keep in mind the construction material in the basement part of the building is over 70 years old and
the underground water in the dirt crawl space cause
most of the old smell.”
Dean of Students Alex Herzog has received complaints about the air in the SAC by students.
He said: “A number of students have complained
to my office that the stench in the SAC building
is unbearable the past week, thus making for an
intolerable learning environment. I personally have
found the SAC building to have an irritating odor at
times, so it is of no surprise to me that there may be
a problem.”

Habit: Center hopes to cure some smokers of their habit
-continued from page 1
homes. More than 443,000 Americans – 18 percent
of all deaths – die because of smoking each year, and
that number is expected to escalate.
Worldwide, smoking is on pace to kill 6.5 million
people in 2015 and 8.3 million more in 2030, with
the biggest rise in low-and middle-income countries,
Barfuss said.
While the event offers assistance to a group
that lost 5.4 million people last year due to tobacco
usage, several students are unaware of such a day, or
that it is being recognized at their school.
Junior geology major Heather Sparrow said she
knows near 20 friends that smoke, and estimated
perhaps one-third of them desire to quit the habit,
but doubts that the Smokeout can be the answer.
“I think it’s good to raise awareness, but I don’t
know if it will help because you have to have that
personal desire, and be willing to work for it,” she
said.
However, according to previous Smokeout history, as many as one-third of the nation’s 46-plus
million users could be taking the day off from lighting up, according to www.quitsmoking.com.
Christina Wittwer, a mechanical engineering
major, said she does believe the day is beneficial to
helping smokers, even though she does not know if
any of her five or so estimated friends want to kick

the habit.
“If it’s something they would be (willing) to
hear about, it would be beneficial for them,” said
the freshman. Wittwer said though she now knows
about the Smokeout, she would still be nervous to
tell her friends for fear of offending them.
Senior Chris Saunders had not heard of the day
either, and said he did not personally know any
smokers, but thought the Smokeout was a great idea,
as long as the smokers were open for suggestions to
walk away from the addiction.
“If people want help, then it’s good to (seek) help,”
he said.
The purpose of the booths on campus are only to
reach out to those who are willing to hear the advice,
said Karinne Van Wagoner, a senior in community
health education who collaborated with Barfuss in
organizing the event.
“Some people think it isn’t any of our business to
help people quit smoking. We are not forcing people
into anything, just raising awareness that we are a
resource for those that may decide to quit,” said Van
Wagoner, who worked alongside fellow Wellness
Center intern Ashlee Cannon in preparation for the
day’s events.
“We are non-confrontational so whoever wants to
quit smoking can. They will be the ones who receive

the information and help if they want to,” Barfuss
said.
The Great American Smokeout event grew out of
a 1971 event in Massachusetts, in which state citizens were asked to give up cigarettes for a day and
donate the money they would have spent on cigarettes to a high school scholarship fund.
In 1974, Lynn R. Smith, a newspaper editor
in Minnesota, was the catalyst for the state’s first
D-Day, or Don’t Smoke Day. Within the next two
years, the idea caught fire. On Nov. 18, 1976, the
California Division of the American Cancer Society
succeeded in getting nearly one million smokers to
quit for the day. The first national Great American
Smokeout was held in 1977 with the sponsorship
of the American Cancer Society, who still backs the
Smokeout today.
There are several important objectives meant to
be accomplished by the Smokeout, Van Wagoner
said.
“We hope that smokers will commit to quit for
the whole day of the Smokeout, and that they will
utilize the Wellness Center for the resources we have
to help them quit smoking,” she said. “I personally
enjoy … providing people with the tools to make
their lives healthier.”

At noon on Friday, Nov. 19, USU
environmental engineering graduate students will be hosting a “Big
Squat on the Quad” to bring awareness to the 2.5 billion people in the
world without any form of sanitation. This event is part of “World
Toilet Day” sponsored by the World
Toilet Organization and participants
will be joining sanitation advocates
around the world for this first ever
Big Squat event in Utah.
Ryan Dupont, a professor of environmental engineering, will give
some remarks and then participants
will join with people all over the
world to squat for one minute to
bring recognition to 40 percent of
the world’s people who are still waiting for their right to a safe toilet and
clean water to be realized.
“The Big Squat” is a movement
for the 2.5 billion toilet-less people
and participants will mimic a pose
which nearly 40 percent of the population do everyday when they openly
defecate.
This movement puts a spotlight
on the current sanitation crisis
that many are ignorant of or too
shy to talk about in hope to generate awareness and accelerate
progress towards the Millennium
Development Goal on Water and
Sanitation. Sanitation is vital for
human health and contributes to
dignity and social development.

PR student receives
national award
USU public relations senior
Natalie Curtis was selected as the
recipient of a coveted scholarship for
PR students.
Winners of the Betsy Plank
scholarship were presented at the
annual awards ceremonies during the
PRSSA 2010 National Conference in
Washington, D.C., in October.
Curtis received a check for $750
and a silver mug engraved with her
name and the award, named for
longtime “matriarch” of the national
Public Relations Society of America
Betsy Plank, who died in May.
“It’s a great feeling to get national
recognition and especially to put
Utah State on the map for our public relations program,” said Curtis,
a senior in USU’s Journalism and
Communication Department. “I was
so surprised when I got the phone
call.”
Candidates for the award were
selected based on four criteria of academic achievement in public relations
and overall studies, demonstrated
leadership, practical experience and
commitment to public relations.
Curtis has accepted a marketing
job with Obelis European in Brussels,
starting in June.
“I decided to accept the position
to gain international experience and
I’ve always wanted to live abroad,” she
said.

Course removes points
from driving record
The Utah Safety Council is now
offering a four-hour defensive driving course for individuals in the
Logan area. The courses will take
place on Saturday, Dec. 4 and 18, at
the Sheriff’s Complex second floor
from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
The four-hour course consists of
classroom instruction and focuses
on accident prevention, driving confidence, awareness of hazards and
improving driving skills.
Drivers may complete the course
for a 50-point reduction from their
Utah driving record, once every
three years. Individuals 55 years of
age and older, may qualify for insurance discounts after completing the
course.
Registration is $40 per person,
or $10 for those age 55 and over that
are only seeking a reduction in their
insurance rate. For additional information or to register, please contact
the Utah Safety Council at 800-9335943 or visit www.utahsafetycouncil.
org.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Museum: Collections will be
housed in historic building
-continued from page 1

The Barn became of the home of painting, potWheeler also said turning the barn into a
tery and sculpting for the next 15 years. The use
museum is an appropriate use for the building.
of nude models in the Barn created controversy,
The university began as an agricultural college
Alfred said. After the completion of the Chase Fine and is now a premier engineering school, Alfred
Arts Center, the barn housed the philosophy, socisaid.
ology and language departments.
“The Horse Barn is an example of
“There are a
During an inspection, the Logan
adaptability at USU,” he said.
City Fire Marshall condemned the bunch of differ“By using the Barn for this
upper two floors and the occupants ent collections
purpose, it brings everything full
relocated, Alfred said.
circle,” Wheeler said.
from differPitblado took an interest in
The restoration of the Barn is
ent professors.
renovating the building in early
being funded through private
2010 and has led the project since Artifacts on loan donors and grassroots campaigns.
then, Alfred said. The Barn will
“We wanted the local people to
from Europe,
eventually include space for a welfeel they had ownership,” Wheeler
come center and conference center, archeological
said.
artifacts.”
said Emily Brooksby Wheeler, a
The museum plans on displaygraduate student in the department
ing
new exhibits in the Barn, said
– Aurora Durfee,
of landscape architecture and enviAurora
Durfee, Saturday programs
program director
ronmental science.
director at the museum.
“The University needs (a wel“We will keep a lot of what we
come center) so badly,” Alfred said, “It will be a
have but revamp a bit for a more uniform presentaplace to show off new features at the university and tion,” Durfee said. “There are a bunch of different
get all the info on the university in one place.”
collections from different professors. Artifacts on
The center will also include a “silo” which will
loan from Europe, archaeological artifacts.”
house an elevator. The appearance of the original
“I love listening to historical stories. I didn’t
barn will remain intact and the additions will be
realize all the history behind it,” said Andrea
clear, Wheeler said.
Harmon, English major, “I would love to see it
“It’s about respecting the integrity of the origirestored.”
nal building and adapting it to new use,” she said.
“We want people in the future to know what it
– rouchelle.brockman@aggiemail.usu.edu
looked like in the past.”
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Position: Council votes to adjust bill
-continued from page 1
Orr said by not representing international students, the ISC’s purpose changes
not only socially, but legally and culturally
because they are not set apart from the
rest of the student body.
Council members turned to Diversity
Vice President Kaho Fiefia for his input.
“I don’t necessarily see real responsibility for a new position,” he said.
Fiefia also said that with stewardship of
the International Student Council’s $8,000
budget, he tries to collaborate with the ISC
as much as he can despite communication
being “not been the best.” Fiefia said the
ISC needs to put more of an effort into
working more closely with the executive
council before a real need for a new position can be seen.
Fiefia said he attempted to have an ISC
member fill a position on his committee
but alternatively had to find other international representation when he never heard
back from the ISC. Orr said he personally
wanted to fill the position on Fiefia’s committee but was told it had already been
filled.
The issue of communication between
the ASUSU executive council and the ISC
was heavily discussed, especially with
scheduling of events.
Nelson, who supports the bill despite
ongoing discussion about the possible
elimination of the graduate VP position,
said he doesn’t see a large turnout at ISC
events from ASUSU and said there doesn’t

seem to be enough representation.
After further discussion, it was moved
that the bill be modified to create an ex
officio, or non-voting position be created
for ISC representation on the executive
council. There are currently members
of executive council who don’t have voting privileges, such as the administrative
assistant and the academic senate liaison.
Orr said an ex officio position would
be a direct contrast to the bill’s original
intent.
The vote was not unanimous, but the
motion was passed by the majority of the
council.
The bill will now be revised by a committee to create a position ex officio.
Tolson asked Programming VP Tom
Atwood to chair the committee, which will
also incude Fiefia, the bill’s sponsors and
student advocate Dan Ricks.
After the meeting, Orr said, “The students are not being represented, their
money is being told how to be used by a
completely separate cultural ethnic group
that has conflict of interest. That’s foolish
and unjust and contrary to the mission of
the school.”
The revised bill will be voted upon at
a later meeting after the Thanksgiving
break. ASUSU Executive Council will not
meet Tuesday, Nov. 23.
– jessie.a.sweat@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Strolling around the studio
KYLE THORNOCK, LEFT, creates a print for the 10th annual
printmaking sale, hosted by the Art Guild. Below, Ryan Reidel creates
one of his masterpieces for the print sale and studio stroll. MAKAELA
HERRAN photo

Studio Stroll and Print Sale
combine for weekend event
By KATE MARSHALL
staff writer

Students at Utah State may constantly be
looking for ways to reinvent their apartments
with creative decor. The combined Print Sale
and Studio Stroll put on by the art department
in the Caine School of the Arts could help. The
two events will be held in the art section of the
fine arts building.
This event will mark the 10th annual Print
Sale. Cathy Puvey, professor of printmaking and
art guild adviser, said she decided to make the
sale a collaborative effort between all the art
emphases in the school. Puvey said she has overseen the Print Sale for each of her six years at
USU. Puvey said the art guild is the group of students that decides what projects the art department will embark on and what artists will come

in to teach the students.
“We thought to open all the studios at the
same time so that people can look at what all the
other talented students are doing,” she said.
Elizabeth Brown, a senior in art, is excited
about the collaboration as well. She said she
participated in the Print Sale last year and sold
about $100 worth of prints.
“The dynamic is awesome because they’ll be
able to see all the different forms of artwork on
display. The atmosphere should be really fun,”
she said.
Puvey said the event has been purely a sale
before, and she’s looking forward to making it
an exhibition of the students’ artistic gifts as
well.
Painting, photography, printmaking and
ceramic majors will all be participating.
Michelle Oarsen, senior in art and the student
director of the Studio Stroll said, “We also have

support from the museum and art gallery, and
everything is coming together in one night,
under one roof. It should be really interesting
and different.”
Anyone’s art is allowed to be showcased,
but Oarsen said most of the people invited to
participate are students. She said Studio 102
will be opening for the first time during the
Studio Stroll. It is a wood cuts exhibition of the
students work within the theme of Landscape/
Urbanscape. The Nora Eccles Harrison art museum will also be open on the same night and will
showcase some professional art as well.
Jessica Bengston, a senior in environmental
studies and photography and the overseer of
the photography portion of the stroll, said she
thinks it is nice to have it correspond with the
Print Sale. She said all art students are required
to take courses having to do with all the different mediums of art. Even as a photography

major, she took drawing, painting and threedimensional design. Brown said it’s interesting
for them to see how the art form they are so
familiar with is being interpreted by other students.
“The stroll enables students to be inspired
– look at their peers’ work, and compare and
contrast their own work to it,” she said.
Brown said guests should seek to understand
where the artist is coming from, and where their
interests lie. An artist’s work demonstrates their
technical ability, but they also express their
opinions and values visually through their work.
Puvey said the prices of the artwork range
from $5 to hundreds of dollars, so there is a
range of affordable artwork.
“Not only that, but all the pieces are hand-

- See STROLL, page 7

Professor’s life spent next door to the limelight
By NOELLE JOHANSEN
staff writer

In a tidy office on the second floor of Old Main, near the
Museum of Anthropology, sits anthropologist Richley Crapo.
“My life is more interesting for the people I’ve known than
what I’ve done,” Crapo said.
Crapo was born on an April day in a small southern
California town known as La Habra. Leonard, Crapo’s father,
was the mayor of the town for many years. Crapo’s mother,
Ardys, was a childhood playmate of Richard Nixon.
“She liked him,” Crapo said. “She lived across the street
from his aunt’s house on Whittier Boulevard and he’d come to
visit and they’d swing in the walnut trees, which have really
flexible limbs.”
Growing up in Orange County, Crapo describes himself
as “sort of a nerd.” He decided he wanted to be a teacher in
seventh grade and was the top math and science scholar in his
high school.
“I was probably never seen without a book in my hand,”
Crapo said. In high school, he and a group of friends built a
12-inch reflecting telescope. When it was completed, it was the
second-largest privately owned telescope in California.
Crapo entered Brigham Young University as a math major,
but switched to German after serving an LDS mission in
northern Germany. After concluding his German major at Cal
State-Fullerton, a single anthropology elective sealed his fate.
Crapo registered in a North American Indians course and was
immediately hooked.
“I decided I liked anthropology a lot better than teaching
pattern drills every day for the rest of my life,” Crapo said.
After his mission, Crapo married his first wife, a cousin to
the crown prince of Holland. She was, according to Crapo’s
website, “something of an Isadora Duncan type, rather a free
spirit.” Her mother was a spy for the Germans in World War II

and was the first woman to fly a glider plane in Germany.
Crapo quickly completed a second major in anthropology
with a minor in ancient history and the newlyweds moved to
Salt Lake City. Crapo said he enrolled in graduate school on
scholarship at the University of Utah where archaeologist Jesse
Jennings was located. Crapo said Jennings was the best archaeologist in the country.
Crapo earned his doctorate with field work on a Shoshone
reservation in Nevada. Especially interested in linguistics, he
studied the tribe’s use of Shoshone and English. He later published a dictionary of the Shoshone language. He said he has
written a total of five books on various anthropological subjects. One, an Aztec history he wrote with fellow USU anthropology professor Bonnie Glass-Coffin, comprised texts that
had never been translated prior to their efforts.
Then, Crapo said, he became interested in sexual orientation and sexual customs around the world.
He said he has published articles on the social and cultural
characteristics of homosexuality and gave a lecture on campus
20 years ago detailing what was known of the topic at the time.
His studies have included how gay and lesbian Mormons deal
with the conflict between their sexual orientation and their
spirituality.
Outside of anthropology, Crapo’s life consists of independent research on ancient Judaism, contributing to Internet discussion groups, family and World of Warcraft.
“I got to level 70 before my son did,” Crapo said. He has
been playing since the maximum achievement was level 70 and
now maintains the status of a level 80 Shaman.
Crapo said he enjoys ancestral genealogy and has gathered
over 20,000 names. He fancies reading murder mysteries by
Michael Connelly and science fiction by Richard Zelazny. He
watches Vin Diesel movies. He pays for his gasoline and food
by means of his gold prospecting hobby; digging in gravel and
panning for gold in riverbeds in Montana.
“It’s better than fishermen do,” Crapo said.

ANTHROPOLOGIST RICHLEY CRAPO has published a
dictionary of the Shoshone language. He also has written a total
of five books on various anthropological subjects. photo courtesy
RICHLEY CRAPO

Crapo took his first job offer at USU 40 years ago and is still
going strong.
“I particularly like teaching,” he said.

– noelle.johansen@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Gourmet bread has never been so easy
Last year
a r o u n d
Staff
this
time
Eat
That
Guy
XXXX
I was on a
bread-making spree. I
made all different kinds
of breads,
even some
that took me three days from start to finish. I must not have been as busy as I am
this semester. Even though it was a lot of
work, I’d missed having bread fresh out of
the oven – until I found this recipe. This
bread is crusty and seems so gourmet, but
it only takes five minutes to prepare. You
don’t even have to knead it. The hardest
part is just waiting for it to rise while you
do your homework. And the best thing
about it is that you can make it over and
over again, using the variations I have or
coming up with your own, and it’s like a
different bread every time.

Jennelle Clark

Easy Crusty Gourmet Bread
2
2
1
3

1/2 cups warm water
1/4 teaspoons yeast
1/2 teaspoons salt
1/4 cups flour

– Pour the warm water into a medium mixing bowl. Sprinkle the yeast over the water
and let it sit for about 5 minutes.
– Add the salt.

SEVERAL INGREDIENTS CAN be added to Gourmet bread to give it variety. JENNELLE CLARK photo

– Add the flour, a little bit at a time, and
stir it in with a wooden spoon.
– Once you’ve added all the flour, use
your hand to gently mix the dough (it will
be quite loose) and knead it into a ball.
– Cover with a clean towel and let rise in a
warm place for 2 hours.
– When the dough has risen, use a serrated knife to cut it in half. Form each half
into a smooth ball.
– Place on a baking sheet dusted with
cornmeal.
– Cover with a clean towel and let rest 40
minutes.
– About 20 minutes before the dough has
finished resting, place a baking stone* in
the oven and preheat it to 450 degrees.
– Bake the dough directly on the baking
stone (use a spatula to transfer it from the
baking sheet) for 22-26 minutes, until the

outside is browned.
*Note: the baking stone adds a crustiness to the bottom of the bread, but if you
don’t have one it’s fine to bake them on a
regular baking sheet.
Variations:
Cheesy Dill Onion Bread
After you’ve added about half the flour,
fold in:
2 tablespoons dried minced onions
1 teaspoon dill
1 cup shredded or cubed cheddar cheese
It’s crucial to use the dried onions
because if you use fresh ones their juices
will add liquid to the bread and change it’s
texture.
The best results I’ve had come from
using a sharp cheddar cheese. The sharper
it is, the stronger it is, and often in cooking
a mild or even medium cheddar cheese
will lose some of its flavor. If you use

shredded cheese it will have a cheesy taste
throughout the bread, whereas if you use
cubed cheese there are pockets of cheese
in every bite. Both ways are delicious.
Cranberry Orange Walnut Bread
After you’ve added about half the flour,
fold in
1/2 cup toasted walnuts
1 cup craisins
1 teaspoon orange zest
Usually cranberry bread is quick-style
and sweet like muffins. This is an interesting way to enjoy this classic holiday flavor
that is nothing short of gourmet.
Toasting the walnuts before you add
them to the bread will really help bring out
their flavor in the finished product.
Garlic Parmesan Bread

3 tablespoons roughly chopped garlic
cloves, roasted
1/2 cup shredded parmesan cheese

Chopping fresh garlic can be tedious,
and it drives me crazy that the smell of
garlic stays on my fingers for the rest of the
day. I am constantly torn between using
fresh garlic or just getting the kind that
comes already minced and ready to use
in the jar at the grocery store. Sometimes
you can get away with using that kind,
but for this recipe I recommend chopping
your own. For one thing, it gives you the
freedom to use bigger chunks.
For another, it’s easier to roast. Just
toss in a little olive oil and bake at 400
degrees until lightly browned. Having them
chopped rather than minced adds texture
and roasting it tones down the garlic and
gives it a more mellow flavor.

After you’ve added about half the flour,
fold in

– jenn.nelle@gmail.com

New Harry Potter film full of horror
By CHRISTOPHER KELLY
McClatchy Newspapers

“Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1” is the best film
in the franchise since the fourth, “The Goblet of Fire.” That film
was fashioned as a straight-ahead, old-fashioned thriller; this new
one pushes things even further, into the realm of pure horror.
Ears are dismembered; wizened old ladies are transformed
into man-eating pythons; and our young heroes race across an
increasingly barren landscape, as the existential panic mounts all
around them. The only thing missing from the exceedingly bleak
massacre is a chainsaw.
Directed by David Yates, who made the previous two Potter
pictures, “Deathly Hallows” is one of two movies based on the
final volume in J.K. Rowling’s boy wizard series. (Part 2 will be
released next July.) That puts a lot of pressure on screenwriter
Steve Kloves, who has to incorporate a great deal of exposition
and set-up, most of which won’t get paid off for another seven
months.
Yet “Deathly Hallows” succeeds as a self-contained work,
mainly because Yates and Kloves have done such an effective job
creating and sustaining the grim mood. Even if you can’t follow
all the beats in the story – and unless you are utterly steeped
in Potter-iana, some of the talk of “horcruxes” and “polyjuice
potion” is inevitably going to sail over your head – you still find

yourself pulled along by the film’s urgent, unnerving momentum.
The film begins, appropriately enough, in almost complete
darkness – indeed, for much of the first 30 minutes, cinematographer Eduardo Serra turns down the light so low that you sometimes need to squint to make out what’s happening.
Lord Voldemort (Ralph Fiennes) has now taken corporeal form, and is determined to capture Harry Potter (Daniel
Radcliffe) before he can be moved to a safe house. The Order of
the Phoenix, the body charged with protecting him, develops
what should be a foolproof plan to keep the young wizard safe –
but they are viciously attacked midflight. This excellent opening
passage sets the stage for much of what follows, with long, quietly
tense dialogue scenes giving way to bursts of bloody, gangster
movie-style violence.
In quick succession, The Ministry of Magic collapses, and a

new regime — determined to squash out “Mudbloods,” the halfhuman, half-wizards among them – is established. The Order
of the Phoenix is sent underground. Harry and his two closest
friends, Ron (Rupert Grint) and Hermione (Emma Watson) are
forced into hiding.
For all the story’s plot and far-ranging scale, though, the marvel of Deathly Hallows is that it maintains such careful focus on
the three central characters, who must figure out how to destroy
the remaining pieces of Voldemort’s soul that are scattered
around the wizarding world.
Exile and ethnic cleansing don’t sound like especially comforting or even appropriate themes for a children’s movie – until you
start to realize that “Deathly Hallows” isn’t a children’s film at all.

- See POTTER, page 7

DANIEL RADCLIFFE as Harry Potter, left, Rupert Grint as Ron Weasley and Emma Watson as Hermione Granger star in Warner Bros.
Pictures’ fantasy adventure, “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows - Part 1.” MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE photo
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A new look at being thankful this year
Kids clad in paper bags
year, subliminally chanting
posing as Native Americans.
the same inward message,
Just
a
few
The fresh smell of corn“the quicker everyone at this
laughs
bread stuffing. People actutable comments the sooner I
ally rooting for the Detroit
can jump into my gravy-covLions. Only the finest and
ered paradise.”
most nostalgic pleasantries
I think it’s about time we
are alive during the miracle
evaluated
things. Let me get
SteveSchwartzman
that is Thanksgiving, also
the ball rolling, while the
well known as the “Festival
green beans are still baking,
of Pie.”
to rate a few of our most
Every November we come together to favorite things we’re thankful for, or as I like
celebrate family, happiness and a really, to call them “thankies.”
really huge well-basted bird. For this reason
“I’m thankful for my family.” Of course
I’ve decided to honor this holiday by speak- there is nothing wrong with liking your faming of a few things I’m most thankful for.
ily, but is that really the best you can do?
Psych. Tricked ya.
This is the biggest day to be grateful, the
Oh, come on. Did you really expect Wimbledon of thankies the world over, and
me to participate in what may be the most there is no need to fall back on a subject
cliche article topic in the history of holiday- you should show thanks for all year anyway.
based columns? Some may see it as a rite of If your goal is to show love and appreciapassage, but I am no one’s monkey.
tion to your Uncle Dan for teaching you the
Besides, giving thanks has become so Rubik’s cube, don’t choose the day he’ll
commonplace in recent years. We seem expect it, surprise him on an offhanded day.
to be thankful for the same stuff every Flag day for instance. That’ll sink it into him

for sure. Overall: 2.5 turkeys out of five.
“I’m thankful for the outdoors.” This
Ansel Adams-themed thankie may sound
creative and in some cases sincere. Its real
crux, however, is that it just doesn’t always
seem believable. Think about it – when
have the outdoors actually done anything
for you? When was the last time Logan
Canyon made you dinner? Said you looked
pretty in that dress? Balanced your checkbook? The way I see it, before we go into
the gorge of gratitude, Mr. Otto Outdoors
has a little proving to do. My verdict: two
globs of potatoes out of five.
“I’m thankful for animals.”This one is
easy. How can you be thankful for animals
when you are ceremoniously eating an animal. That makes about as much sense as the
South Beach Diet. The skinny: one flimsy
boca burger out of five.
“I’m thankful for Sprite Remix.” I’m not
sure how this one is at all relevant. I just
really miss this drink, the staple of my high
school a la carte line and the only reason
I went to the grocery store on my own.

Let’s get real here, tropical and lemon-lime?
Yummers. No question: five butter knives
out of five.
And finally, the end-all-be-all of thankies
everywhere.
“I’m just thankful to be alive.” In many
ways this is true. If you think about it, however, this is also the biggest cheap shot to
ever throw whilst at a dinner table. Being
thankful for life is like pointing at everyone
at the table and giving a resounding, “ditto.”
No originality whatsoever. If we’re going to
postpone dinner for useless banter in an
organized form, I expect effort. That’s all
there is to it. But then again, how can you
challenge it? I don’t know about you, but
I’ve yet to talk to someone who is happy to
be dead. So, by default: three overcooked
yams out of five.
That oughta give you the right perspective on your choice of thankies this year.
Happy Thanksgiving everyone, and Go
Lions (I guess).

Potter: Upcoming release causing excitement

THE
NUTCRACKER

-continued from page 6
Yates has stripped away all last vestiges of kid’s stuff that adorned
the earlier pictures
What he locates at the core of Rowling’s story is something
much more poignant and powerful: The overwhelming fear of a
trio of adolescents reckoning with an adult world turned upside
down; and the heartbreaking sadness of one young man who
keeps watching others being sacrificed on his behalf.
“Deathly Hallows” requires a little more patience than most
of the previous Potter pictures, especially in the long middle section, which finds Harry, Ron and Hermione traveling around the
English countryside, struggling with a locket that has the power
to alter their personalities. The movie is also hamstrung by a
climactic rescue from a character who literally emerges out of
nowhere – a cheat that was in Rowling’s novel, and that lamely
gets repeated here.
But Yates also manages to find new ways to surprise us, which
isn’t so easy when we’re seven films into a big-budget franchise.
Three-quarters of the way along, we learn the story of the Deathly
Hallows – three brothers who once cheated Death – and for a few
elastic, eye-popping moments, the film shifts into animation.
(This sequence, supervised by Ben Hibon, might just be the single
best thing in all seven films.)
In a series now crowded with dozens of well-known actors,
Yates also makes room for a few of the supporting actors to shine.
Helena Bonham Carter, especially, needs only two scenes to give
her Bellatrix Lestrange an epically unhinged majesty, like Stevie
Nicks crossed with Cruella De Ville.
The fourth film, for all its high-powered thrills, never lost

– Breanna
Allred,
junior,
math education
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Cache Valley
Civic Ballet
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The Studio Stroll will take place on Nov. 18
from 6-8 p.m. The Print Sale will be the same
night from 5-9, but will also be on Friday, Nov.
19 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. There will also be
refreshments served throughout the building.
“It’s a fun, free event. There’s great art to buy
if you want to, but to just walk around, eat some
refreshments, talk to your friends and see the
way that others express themselves through all
types of art – that’s fun,” Oarsen said.
– kmarshall222@gmail.com

What Thanksgiving dish are you most looking
forward to?

“Grandma’s homemade rolls.”
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Street Speak
– Heidi Cisney,
sophomore,
psychology
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Sugar Plum Fairy
Tea Party

-continued from page 5

“Definitely pumpkin pie with lots of
whipped cream.”
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sight of the fact that it was a story of teenagers hurtling too fast
into adulthood. By the same token, what makes Deathly Hallows
so affecting is that, beyond the elaborate special effects and
mythological mumbo-jumbo, this is a film grounded in ordinary,
painful emotion.
Watch out for a brief bit in which Harry grabs Hermione and
forces her to dance, in a bid to take her mind off their worries.
As the handheld camera zooms in to follow them, with Nick
Cave and the Bad Seeds’ “O Children” playing on the soundtrack
– an anarchronistic touch that nonetheless feels perfectly judged
– these two deeply anxious souls get to be kids, for just a few
fleeting moments.
Then the music stops. And the panic starts up all over again.

Stroll: A look into student’s work
printed, limited edition, original works of art.
We didn’t just go down to Kinko’s and make
copies. That’s really rare for such inexpensive
prices,” Puvey said.
She also said the artists will also be there
during the sale, so guests can ask questions
about their art. The Print Sale will also have
samples of each printmaking process. All the
equipment used to make the prints will be on
display. Guests will be able to buy a T-shirt with
their personal choice of graphics printed on it
that same night, especially for them.

– steve.schwartzman@aggiemail.usu.edu

“Turkey and cranberries, emphasis
on the cranberries.”
– Mike Smith,
senior,
political science

“Stovetop stuffing
and mom’s homemade rolls topped
with honey.”

A Fall Qtr.
Creative
Writing
Contest
Be Judged
By a Jury
of your Peers!

Have an Urge
to
Write?
Categories include: Poetry, Flash Fiction (1500 words) and Short Story (500+ words).
Entries are due in TSC 105 by Dec. 1.
Winners will be published. Start Today!

You have that special
poem that you wrote
Be
Judged
earlier this semester
...ayou
have that short story
By
Jury
that just needs a bit
of polish.
Submit them to the
of
your
Peers!
Statesman Writing Contest and see what happens!
Pick up an entry form in TSC 105 and submit
before Dec. 1. Use Thanksgiving Break to find that
poem, to tweak that short story.

– Jami Dixon,
senior,
human resource
management

information and photos gathered by CARL R WILSON

And don’t forget about the USU Creative Writing Contest, coming up soon. Winners
from this contest are published in “Scribendi.” Scribendi is the magazine of the USU
Creative Writing Contest, collecting the graduate and undergraduate first, second, and
third-place winning entries. The contest is open to all USU students from all departments
and majors. Each year, the contest receives hundreds of entries, and the judging is often
competitive and close. All USU students are urged to cultivate their talent and keep writing—for love of the word and the craft. Submission info can be found at:
http://www.scribendi.usu.edu/submissions.htm. Deadline: February 7, 2011.
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Volleyball takes down Tech
By MATT SONNENBERG
assistant sports editor

SENIOR FORWARD TAI WESLEY moves aggressively to the basket during Utah State’s 77-66
win against Weber State Saturday. Wesley, who scored 19 points in the Aggies’ home opener, will be
called upon to match BYU’s fast-paced offense when USU travels to Provo to take on the No. 23 BYU
Cougars tonight. TODD JONES photo

Aggies prepare for
rivaly against BYU
have to honor him from 3point range, he can go by you
and he’s got a killer crossover
move that nobody should
The Utah State Aggies (1-0) be able to guard. It certainly
haven’t made a trip to Provo
starts with him in terms of
and played at the Marriott
your worries and your prepaCenter for four years. In
ration, but they surround him
fact, no one on the roster
with lots of good players.”
has played in the Marriott
Last year senior guard
Center with the exception of
Jackson Emery averaged 12.5
junior forward Morgan Grim, points per game and is the
who played there while at
only player returning this seaUtah. That will all change on
son to have averaged double
Wednesday night when the
digits. The Cougars started
Aggies extend their oldest
off the season with an 83-56
rivalry, taking on their inblow-out over the Fresno State
state rival, the
Bulldogs, and
No. 23 Brigham
junior forward
Young Cougars “We don’t need
Noah Hartsock
to go down there scored 21
(1-0).
Injuries have and lay down
points and
taken their toll and be afraid.
pulled down
on the Aggies
We’ve had good five rebounds.
and they are
games with BYU Junior guard
underdogs
Charles Abouo
against the fast- for lots of years added 13
paced Cougars, for the most
points.
but that won’t
part. Let’s get
“The list
stop the Utah
goes on and
ready and let’s
State from comon with their
go play”
peting.
talent level,”
Stew Morrill, Morrill said.
“We don’t
need to go down
USU head coach “One of the
there and lay
things about
down and be
BYU is when
afraid,” Aggie head coach
you guard their plays or
Stew Morrill said. “We’ve had action they are just so good
good games with BYU for lots at making plays. You can’t
of years for the most part.
simulate the individual talent
Let’s get ready and let’s go
level. They make plays at the
play.”
end of their offense or even in
BYU is led by All-American the middle of the offense they
senior guard Jimmer Fredette, make basketball plays. They
who averaged 22 points as a
are a very good passing team
junior and led BYU to a firstand they are very good defenround victory over the Florida sively.”
Gators during the NCAA
The Cougars are famous for
Tournament.
running the fast break, and
“He’s just a fabulous playthe Aggies will need to find a
er,” Morrill said. “He makes
way to tame the Cougars on
plays for everybody. He makes the break.
plays for himself, he makes
“To have a chance you
plays for his teammates, he’s
can’t just get blown out of
so good with the ball, you
the building with their fast

By TYLER HUSKINSON
web editor

break,” Morrill said. “If they
get rolling on the break, if
they get firing threes in and
posting you up and scoring at
will; game over. That’s a concern, trying to get matched up
in transition. That’s nothing
new when you play BYU. It’s
always a concern.”
Utah State’s then-junior
forward and defense specialist Pooh Williams held BYU’s
Fredette to 19 points on
5-of-15 shooting during last
season’s match-up. Williams,
who is also an offensive
threat, strained his groin
muscle against the Wildcats
and is a game-time decision.
“We have got great performances out of Pooh defensively in the past, and he also
gives us a guy offensively
that can get to the basket
and cause some problems,”
Morrill said. “He is a veteran,
he is valuable in those areas,
and we are hopeful that we
have him, at least some.”
The Aggies are very experienced in the front-court
and they will need to use
that experience to counteract
the size advantage that the
Cougars will have tonight.
“Their system that everyone talks about is how fast
they play and they do a great
job of that running on makes
and misses, but they are also
really good defensively year in
and year out,” Morill said. “It
is hard to score against them.
The size factor, we are going
to face that a lot. When we
match up we are not going to
look very big out there.”
Tip-off against the Cougars
is slated for 7:05 p.m. at the
Marriott Center and can be
seen on The Mtn.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Utah State volleyball
returned to the road Monday
to notch its 20th win of the
season with a five-set victory
over the Bulldogs of Louisiana
Tech.
Riding high off the momentum of a dominating threeset win over Nevada during
Friday’s senior night match,
the Aggies quickly found that
their momentum did not
travel with them to Ruston as
they fell behind 5-0 early in
the first set.
“Louisiana Tech played
really well,” USU head coach
Grayson DuBose said. “We got
better as the match went on. I
wasn’t sure we started off real
great, and then I thought we
got better and better.”
The Aggies responded by
winning seven of the next 10
points to close the gap to just
an 8-7 deficit, but the Bulldogs
had a response of their own,
reeling off the next three
points to build back a lead
they rode all the way to a 2518 win in the first set.
The second set opened up
slowly for the Aggies also, but
the deficit was short-lived as
USU, trailing 3-2, responded
with four straight points to
open up a lead that they would
hold for nearly the entire set.
La-Tech tied the set up three
separate times at 9-9, 10-10
and 12-12, but was never able
to take back the lead. USU
held the lead for the rest of the
set behind a dominant effort
in the later half of the second
set by junior outside hitter Liz
McArthur, who had four kills,
a block and an assist down the
stretch of set two, which the

Aggies won 25-20.
Set three started off with
more of the back and forth
scoring between the teams,
with La-Tech taking a 5-4 lead
early. USU took control of that
third set by taking 10 of the
next 14 points for a 14-9 lead.
The dominance did not let
up for the Aggies either, who
built their lead to as many as
11 points before eventually
taking a 2-1 lead in the match
with a dominating 25-16 win
in the third set.
“I thought our ball control
improved over time as the
match went on,” DuBose said.
“I thought Laurel Bodily and
Christine Morrill did a really
nice job of passing the ball
better and they both defended
very very well and that was a
big difference.”
Bodily and Morrill combined for 40 digs in the match
to go along with three service
aces. Bodily chipped in offensively with an assist as well.
The fourth set was a rolereversal from the third, with
USU leading 5-4 early on, only
to see the lead decimated by
an 8-0 run by the Bulldogs.
That lead held until the end of
the match for a 25-22 fourth
set win for LA Tech and set up
a fifth set.
Just like every other set, the
scoring was back and forth
to start off until one team
opened up a big lead for itself.
This time, Utah State was the
team that opened up the lead
that would last until the end of
the set.
“We got up about four
points and we were kind of
able to keep that cushion,”
DuBose said.
Utah State held on to win
the decisive fifth set 15-9.

McArthur led the Aggies
with 16 kills in the match,
followed by sophomore
Shay Sorensen’s 12 kills.
Sophomore outside hitter
Josselyn White played a nearly
mistake-free match, logging
nine kills with only one error
while hitting .364 for the
match and chipping in with
nine digs, an assist and a service ace.
As it stands, the Aggies will
go into Wednesday’s match
against New Mexico State with
a chance to finish No.3 or
No. 4 in the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) standings.
DuBose has his eye on that
No. 3 going into the WAC
Tournament, with the prospect of avoiding a match-up
with Hawaii until the championship match, where he
believes an upset isn’t out of
the question.
“Anything can kind of happen, and it often does with
us.”
That No. 3 seed won’t
come easy, as USU will have
to knock off the second place
New Mexico State Aggies to
get there.
“They are a very disciplined and very well coached
volleyball team,” DuBose
said. “Their outside hitters
are going to be good. Their
middles are going to be solid.
To give ourselves the best
opportunity, we need to serve
tough to get those guys out of
system and not let them keep
comfortable.”
New Mexico State will be
USU’s final match of the regular season, beginning at 7 p.m.
in Las Cruces, N.M.

– matt.sonnenberg@aggiemail.usu.edu

WAC adds three schools
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

Last week, after months of uncertainty and
speculation, the future of the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) became a little clearer as
commissioner Karl Benson and the WAC Board
of Directors announced that the University of
Denver, the University of Texas at San Antonio
(USTA) and Texas State University had accepted
invitations to join the conference.
The three universities will officially join the
conference beginning July 1, 2012, with Texas
State and UTSA joining the WAC in all sports
and Denver coming aboard in all sports except
football. The move to invite the three schools
comes after a tumultuous summer of conference realignment which saw the WAC’s three
flagship football schools – Boise St., Fresno
St., and Nevada all leave the WAC for the
Mountain West Conference (MWC). According
to Benson, the move to bring in the new schools
will strengthen the conference in the long
term and provide a base for the viability of the
league.
“The addition of these three schools clearly
sends a message that the WAC and its member
schools are prepared to move forward to build a
‘new’ WAC,” Benson said. “As the WAC prepares
to begin its next 50 years as an athletic conference, I am confident that these three new
members along with the six other WAC
schools will continue to compete at the
highest level of the NCAA.”
The WAC Board of Directors
had voted earlier last week to
extend invitations to the
three schools, just a few
weeks after a settlement WAC reached
between the WAC
and Fresno St.
and Nevada.
The
settle-

ment will keep the two schools playing in the
conference through the 2011 year. USTA and
Texas State currently compete in the Southland
Conference (with the former playing football at
the Football Championship Subdivision level),
while Denver, which does not have a football
team, will leave behind the Sun Belt conference.
With the impending changes, the WAC will
operate as an eight-team football conference
with Nevada and Fresno St. in 2011, before
operating as an eight-team conference with
USTA and Texas State in 2012.
The move to bring the three schools into the
conference fold was greeted with excitement at
Utah State, as administrators and coaches
alike said the three schools will provide
plenty of benefits for the conference.
“The University of Texas at San
Antonio, Texas State University
and the University of Denver
are three very strong
institutions, both in
their commitment

- See WAC,
page 9

Daily Specials Every Day! Come in Tuesday for ‘Buy 1,
get 1 Free’ on any burger or sandwich with student ID.
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WAC power poll: Week 12
November is halfway over, and
the conference race is reaching a
climax. Boise’s been firmly in control thus far and shows no signs
of slowing down, while the usual
suspects have fallen to the bottom of the pack again. The WAC,
like the popular drama “24,” it
would seem, is painfully predictable. Still, there’s some drama to
consider this Saturday, including
whether or not Utah State can
make it an unprecedented three
wins in a row, and whether or not
Fresno State and Hawaii can make a good season a great
one by staying on the winning path. And we’ll all be watching what doesn’t happen in the conference closely, as Boise
State continues to hang its national title aspirations on the
fate of three other Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) teams.
Boise State (9-0, 5-0): In what
could be the final match-up between
the Broncos and the Vandals, Chris
Petersen and his team held nothing
back, blowing out the other Idaho
team 52-14 on the heels of a 3-touchdown performance from quarterback Kellen Moore.
Despite the win, the Broncos didn’t advance in the BCS
standings, and are still fourth behind Oregon, Auburn and
Texas Christian in the standings. If at least two of those
three teams win out, then Boise State’s dream season could
be all for naught, as the Broncos won’t likely play in the
National Title game.
Nevada (9-1, 4-1): If you went out after
Wednesday night’s basketball game and
forgot to check the late night scores,
then you missed a good one between
Nevada and Fresno State, which went
back and forth before the Wolf Pack
came out on top 35-34. The Wolf Pack and Bulldogs were
virtually deadlocked in every statistical category, but
ultimately it was California-native Colin Kaepernick who
lifted Nevada to a lead with 153 yards and two touchdowns
on the ground. Ranked No. 21 in the country, the team
shouldn’t struggle too much against New Mexico St. this
weekend, but the Nov. 26 showdown against Boise looms.
Hawaii (7-3, 5-1): The Warriors got the
week off and to lick their wounds after
the 42-7 thrashing they suffered to Boise
State two weeks ago, but should get back
on track this Saturday when they host
the lowly San Jose State Spartans. Despite
suffering their lowest statistical output in 12 years against
Boise, Hawaii still has the nation’s top passing attack, and
will play three teams with a combined five wins to finish
off the year. Their reward? Another Sheraton Hawaii Bowl
appearance in (gasp!) Honolulu.
Fresno State (6-3, 4-2): The Bulldogs
may have hit a mid-season slump, but
they’re one of the hottest WAC teams as
of late, and gave Nevada all they could
handle last Saturday night. 5-foot-7
sophomore Robbie Rouse has rushed
for over 200 yards in back-to-back games, and has eight
total touchdowns over the course of the last four games.
At 6-3, the team is bowl eligible, but are they in position

to make this a special year? Even if they don’t upset Boise
St. this weekend, wins against Idaho and Illinois will go a
long way toward positioning this team as next year’s WAC
favorite.
Louisiana Tech (4-6, 3-3): The Bulldogs
kept themselves alive in the bowl hunt
with a 41-20 win at New Mexico State,
and should get to five when they play San
Jose State on Nov. 27. The Tech offense has
found life with Ross Jenkins at the helm,
but the team’s rush defense will have to
have the game of the season if the Bulldogs are to upset
Nevada – and make it to the postseason – in the finale.
Utah State (4-6, 2-6): Maybe I’m
investing too much in back-to-back
wins over New Mexico State and
San Jose State, but Utah State is on a
roll behind a resilient running game
featuring senior Derrvin Speight.
The Aggies are playing inspired right now. True, USU
needed several miraculous plays to pull out the win against
the Spartans, but as the team gains more confidence it
can only improve. While the Aggies might be thinking
a little too big when looking ahead to Boise State, I give
Gary Andersen and company a decent shot over Idaho this
Saturday.
Idaho (4-6, 1-4): I hate to say it, but
Vandal signal caller Nathan Enderle might
have come into the year as the most overrated player in the conference. Of course,
Boise State’s defense can make anyone
seem overrated, including Enderle, who
threw two interceptions and hit on less
than half of his passes in Idaho’s 52-14 home loss last
Friday. Amazingly, Idaho’s porous pass defense played surprisingly well against Boise State (allowing just 225 yards)
but as long as the Vandals continue to commit penalties
and turnovers, they’ll find the postseason out of reach.
San Jose State (1-9, 0-5): I am
convinced that San Jose State is not
as bad as their 1-9 record indicates,
especially not after nearly beating Utah State on Saturday. It’s the
second straight game the Spartans
have lost on the final play of the game, a point which either
means A) God just hates them or B) this team has even
worse luck than me at a blackjack table. If there is one saving grace from Saturday’s 38-32 loss, it’s that Jordan Le
Secla has finally found a reliable target in Noel Grigsby.
New Mexico State (2-8, 1-5): It’s tough
to say anything good about the Aggies
right now, who’ve gone in reverse since
a Oct. 30 win against San Jose state.
Ranked in the bottom 20 in terms of
passing offense and points scored,
watching the Aggie offense operate is
about as fascinating as watching the New Mexico desert.
With games against Nevada and Hawaii remaining, a 2-10
season is all but assured.
Got beef with my picks? Think I missed the mark? We want to hear
from you. Drop me a line at adam.nettina@aggiemail.usu.edu.

Don’t look now, but USU has
chance to really stick it to the Y
Just to clarify one thing, I’m not a
double-threat of beating BYU in both football
huge fan of sports smack-talk about
and basketball during the same season has not
The View happened since 1982, so it would definitely be
sports other than the ones currently taking place. One example
something to enjoy to its fullest.
from
is the annual complaint of Boise
Imagine the sickening feeling of BYU fans if
Section F they
State fans saying things like, “Wel
were to be subjected to hearing a “winning
still killed you in football,” right
team, losing team” chant against them in their
after their basketball team has been
own building. Then imagine the USU students
stomped out by the Aggies.
following that up with a “just like football”
Along these same lines is the
chant, and you have got yourself a Utah State
often used chant of, “Just like football,” when a team
University that the high-and-mighty BYU contingency
is holding current bragging rights in both football and
is suddenly more than just a little fearful of, especially
basketball.
considering BYU’s impending independence in football
With that said, certain standards and restraints like
and whirlwind of uncertainty that will come with that.
these go out the window when BYU is involved, and
That is of course, if the Aggies win tonight. If not,
this will be no different. For tonight, and any game
chances are there will be a small faction of BYU fans
against BYU, bring out all the big guns, and let them rip
that do their own mimic performance of “winning team,
with reckless abandon.
losing team” to stick it to the USU fans in attendance.
Much like the case was with football, I’m not going
That’s just something that a fan base like USU’s has to
to go one way or another in predicting a win for either
come to expect. We can certainly dish it out, so we’d
team. Both teams are very talented, with a couple
best be ready to take it from others, too.
superstar players on each side, so much of the game
If there is one thing we learned from the 2008-09
will come down to who simply executes better.
season though, it is that BYU brings out the Spectrum
My gut feeling, much like it was with football, is
on Wheels like none-other, so with that being the case,
to cautiously predict that Utah State will win tonight.
let’s all make our way to Provo tonight and do our part
Looking at the match-ups, with USU’s defensive ability
to raise hell for what could be the first time we get to
in the backcourt and the Aggies possessing two stellar
bust a “just like football” chant in our lifetimes.
big men to match up against two mediocre big men for
Yeah, the Aggies could lose, and if they do it would
BYU, things look promising for USU despite having to
not be a bad loss by any means. But if the Aggies win,
travel to a place as tough to play at as BYU.
it is something just about any student would forever
Now if only USU can straight-up dominate the
regret missing.
Cougars tonight like the football team did Oct. 1, the
entire population of the city of Provo might find themMatt Sonnenberg is a senior majoring in print journalism.
selves on suicide watch after being on the losing end to
Matt is an avid fan of Aggie athletics and can be found
a school like Utah State, which they often speak so low
on the front row of every home football and basketball
of. It’s probably bad enough for them that they have
game. He can also be reached at matt.sonn@aggiemail.
been thoroughly put in their places by USU in volleyusu.edu.
ball, hockey and football. To kick them while they are
down once more would leave BYU without any bragging rights to be had for an entire calender year. That

Matt Sonnenberg
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WAC: new schools to play USU
-continued from page 8
to building athletic excellence
and their commitment to
academics,” said Utah State
President Stan Albrecht. “We
believe that all three will help
us in our quest to make the
WAC one of the outstanding
athletic conferences in the
country.”
Aggie head football coach
Gary Andersen applauded the
move, saying the addition of
the three schools “solidifies
the conference and puts the
WAC in a great position for the
future to remain a very powerful conference.”
Andersen also spoke to
the importance of expanding the WAC’s footprint into
Texas, especially in regards
to recruiting. According to
Andersen, the addition of two
Texas schools should pay off in
helping Utah State recruit high
school players from the talentrich state.
“From a standpoint of looking at ourselves, for Utah
State, Texas is becoming a
more important place for us
to recruit,” Andersen said.
“There is a great chance that
we will take another coach and
put another full-time recruiting coach in Texas because
we have had so much success
there in the past.”
From the perspective of the
three new schools, the move
to the WAC could not have
come at a better time. USTA
recently won the Southland
Conference championship
in women’s soccer, while the
football team, which is still in

development and does not currently compete in the FCS, will
be coached by former national
championship winning coach
Larry Coker. Roadrunner
Athletics Director Lynn Hickey
described the the move to the
WAC as a realization of the
university’s master athletics
plan.
“We have been working
extremely hard for a very long
time to reach our goal of joining an FBS – Football Bowl
Subdivision – conference, and
today’s invitation is a realization of a lot of hard work by so
many different people,” Hickey
said. “This is another great
day for the university and our
athletics department, and
everyone is excited to take the
next step up.”
The three schools will provide stability in the conference
following the departures of
Nevada and Fresno State after
the 2011 season, but their
arrival to the conference might
not be the final change in the
conference’s near future. In
praising the additions, USU
Athletic Director Scott Barnes
hinted that the WAC and its
board of directors may extend
invitations to other schools in
the future.
“We will celebrate the addition of these schools, while
keeping an eye on other potential opportunities for the WAC
moving forward,” he said.
– adam.nettina@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Howell, McKenna
dominate XC meet
By MIKE REES
staff writer

The Utah State Men’s and Women’s Cross Country teams finished their seasons strong at NCAA Mountain Regionals in one
of the deepest, most competitive races they’ve run this year. The
qualifying race for the NCAA national championships was hosted
by the University of Utah in Salt Lake City on Saturday. The men
finished as a team with a solid seventh place among 16 teams.
Every point mattered for the Aggies, as they finished just one
point ahead of eighth-place UTEP, and just four points behind the
University of Wyoming. Earning a little bit of revenge, the Aggies
were able to outpace 12th-place New Mexico State, which barely
edged Utah State by one point at the WAC championships two
weeks ago.
Blazing the way for the men was sophomore Daniel Howell
in 18th place, followed closely by junior Brian McKenna. Howell
and McKenna finished the 10k (6.2 miles) course in 30:20.6 and
30:24.1, respectively.
“We ran good on the men’s side. Daniel and Brian ran absolutely great. Any time you’re in the top 20 in that meet it’s a great
accomplishment,” head coach Gregg Gensel said.
“As far as the team goes, seventh place is pretty good, especially considering the men were ranked 10th going in,” he added.
Howell’s stellar performance was .4 seconds away from qualifying him for an at-large bid to run at NCAA Nationals.
“The kids really stepped it up,” Gensel said. “They came into
the race thinking they had something to prove, and I think they
did.”
On the women’s side, Ruth Hilton finished as frontrunner
for the Aggies in 42nd place, running the 6k (approximately 3.7
miles) course in 21:54.0. The ladies placed 17th among a deep
field of solid teams.
“The field on the women’s side was deeper than on the men’s
side, but for Ruth to finish in the top 40 is pretty darn good,”
Gensel said. The Utah State women were able outrace conference
rival Nevada, which placed 18th. New Mexico State, who the
ladies beat in their last race at the WAC championship, placed
13th.
“We could have done a lot better,” Hilton said. “You get what
you get, but we had a pretty good turnout at WAC (championships). It gives a me a little more motivation to improve. Not ending on a high makes us want to work harder and do better next
season.”
This race marks the pinnacle of the cross country season for
the Utah State harriers. Hilton and the athletes will enjoy a muchneeded respite before gearing up for the indoor track and field
season, which begins at the first of the year.
“It’s nice to have a break,” she said. “Yesterday I went mountain biking instead of going for a run. It’s exciting to see that you
have more ground to cover and start a new season.”
– mike.rees@aggiemail.usu.edu

Cross country results
Utah State Men’s
Finishers
18. Daniel Howell, 30:20.6
20. Brian McKenna,
30:24.1
54. Hunter Nelson, 31:28.5
56. Aaron Clements,
31:30.5
61. Steve Atkinson, 31:48.7
69. Kyle McKenna, 32:04.9
79. Eric Larson, 32:32.0

Utah State Women’s
Finishers
42. Ruth Hilton, 21:54.0
75. Kim Quinn, 22:28.7
81. Kaylee Campbell,
22:36.0
84. Jessie Chugg, 22:46.8
86. Alicia Holt, 22:48.7
99. Stephanie Burt, 23:04.7
105. Alex Litzsinger,
23:09.3
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Win or lose, it’s a great
time to be an Aggie

Editor in Chief

Most avid Aggie fans are accustomed to
a certain routine every year. They support
and cheer on Aggie football only to watch
a season full of expectations and hope go
down the drain. Then a special time of year
comes around, where there is Aggie Men’s
Basketball to cheer up the souls of those who
just watched the football team end up on the
bad side of a beatdown.
Things are a little different this year, however. As difficult to understand as Aggie football has been, they have given fans something
to cheer about. Even though it’s a long shot,
the Aggies could be bowl eligible, but no
football win could compare to the epic beatdown they laid on BYU in front of a national
audience. Even though the Aggies were less
than stellar on the field after that victory, they
have pulled off back-to-back wins, including
one on the road.
It’s a great time to be an Aggie, especially tonight. Aggies will be going up against
Cougars in another epic battle, except this
time the battle will be on the hardwood, and
it’s not in friendly territory. It’s not our job to
predict a winner or poke fun at another university, but we will say that it is important to
cheer on the Aggies and wear that true Aggie
blue with pride.
The Cougars are No. 23 in the nation for a
reason, and the Aggies will need every bit of
support from fans to be victorious. No matter where you are you should be tuned into
the game and yelling with all your might. For
those at the game, you better consider yourself a member of the Spectrum on Wheels.
Full artillery must be let loose as far as cheers
and chants go. “I believe that we will win”,
the constant annoying drone while BYU is
on offense and all other chants based on
bone-headed actions from the opponent are
expected.
In all honesty the Marriott Center is a
tough place for visiting opponents to play,
but the Aggies have a not-so-secret weapon
named Wild Bill Sproat. What will he have in
his bag of costumes this time? Whatever he
chooses, it will definitley be distracting to the
Cougars.
The elements are all there for an upset
but, win or lose, “Utah State, Hey Aggies all
the way! Go Aggies! Go Aggies! Hey! Hey!
Hey!”

Assistant News Editor
Megan Bainum

Hey Sigs, get the Ep
out of Section F
A night at the spectrum
during basketball season is
The ’Low
truly a sight to behold. Sure,
Down
it may not be the biggest
arena in college basketball, but for its size, it gets
respectably exciting and
loud. The yellow, autumninspired seats of the Dee
Glen Smith Spectrum transform into a sea of Aggie blue as most loyal members of the
student section wear game-day shirts, or at the very least,
something blue. The color of the opponent is viewed as
disgraceful if seen in the hallowed seats reserved for USU
students. Saturday night, however, saw a purple and red
stain in the form of a flag waving in the most hallowed
of sections, Section F. It was not a flag of Weber State
University, the opponent for the evening. Rather it was
a small contingency of USU students who seem to think
that they show support for their team by waving their fraternity flag, that of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
I do not have anything against fraternities. It is a lifestyle for college that some students choose, and they
have every right to. The service they do is admirable and
the academic achievements, particularly those of the USU
chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon, are impressive. However, I
do have a problem with flashing your colors at a school
sporting event. It is bad enough at football games when
they wave the flag on the same pole as a Utah State flag.
A symbol of exclusivity has absolutely no place at an event
for all students. If promoting your fraternity is the reason
for such displays, remember that you have Greek week
to celebrate your supposed elite status. For the other 14
weeks of the semester, join the 18,000 students at Utah
State to cheer for your team in unity.
Let’s talk a little more about the color of the flag.
Allow me to reiterate. On Saturday night, the Utah State
men’s basketball team was playing against Weber State.
Remember: They bleed purple. So, the idea of waving a
purple flag in the very heart of the student section just
doesn’t make much sense. I imagine there were several stu-

Tyler Barlow

- See UNITY, page 11

Benjamin C. Wood
News Editor
Catherine Meidell

Features Editor
Courtnie Packer
Assistant Features Editor
Kellyn Neumann
Sports Editor
Adam Nettina
Assistant Sports Editor
Matt Sonnenberg
Copy Editor
Chelsey Gensel

Undergraduate research at Utah State
Celebrate! Undergraduate
that they have engaged in
research at Utah State turns
independent research with
Faculty a faculty mentor – a high35 this year, and it’s been a
terrific time to reflect and
er figure than many other
Voices
to look forward. Since USU
research universities.
Magazine featured the anniBut
undergraduate
versary in its spring issue,
research doesn’t rest on its
we’ve been hearing lots of
laurels of being the secstories from alumni who
ond-oldest program in
reach back to their halcyon
the nation (MIT was first).
undergraduate days and reminisce about Over the past decade, the undergraduate
the difference undergraduate research research program has continued the URCO
made to them.
Grants, doubling the amount of funds
I’m in a particularly good position to offered to students, but other enhancehear these stories as I oversee the under- ments have been added: a transcript
graduate research program, which was designation for Undergraduate Research
formalized in 1975 under the leadership of Scholars; an undergraduate research day
visionary Glen Taggart, President of Utah at the State Capitol; support for students
State, but clearly was active well before to attend the National Conference on
that time.
Undergraduate Research, Posters on the
Take Ken Abel (’61), for instance. He Hill in Washington, D.C., and the Utah
credits Dr. Norman Bauer, professor of Conference on Undergraduate Research;
chemistry, for supporting him in writing awards for outstanding undergraduate
an undergraduate thesis. As
researchers and their menAbel put it, “Were it not for
tors; and the Research Fellows
my undergraduate research “All of this
Program that offers immediate
activities (which, incidentally, makes it easier
immersion into research expepaid my living expenses and for students to
riences for new students. And
tuition), it is doubtful that I
forthcoming, a new underwould have remained in sci- get their hands
graduate research journal,
ence. I discovered an aptitude on imporDiscover, created in cooperafor multidisciplinary science/ tant research
tion with our Library’s Digital
engineering and for nearly
Commons.
50 years designed, built, and opportunities
In addition, ASUSU genused the equipment of sci- – no matter what erously supports students to
ence in projects ranging from their major.”
present at professional conferbacterial warfare defense to
ences through its academic
medical research, which led
opportunity fund; likewise,
to dozens more publications, reports, and ASUSU granted the funds to develop webpatents.”
sites that offer students information about
It was this kind of student-faculty col- and access to undergraduate research
laborative research that provided the envi- opportunities. To date, almost a dozen
ronment for the farsighted Undergraduate units on campus have created or enhanced
Research & Creative Opportunities Grant their websites. All of this makes it easier for
Program (URCO) still in existence today. A students to get their hands on important
beneficiary was Clark Winchell (’76), who research opportunities – no matter what
received one of the first URCO Grants to their major.
do biological research with the guidance of
USU’s modest investment in undergradBiology Professor Jim Gessaman. Winchell uate research has had big pay-offs: an
notes, “I received two URCO grants, and envious record of acceptances to profesthey were instrumental in forming my sional schools and funded assistantships
undergraduate experience. I learned a lot to graduate studies; an increased number
about research and how things work, par- of students earning prestigious scholarticularly about how to prepare a project so ships such as the Goldwater; enhanced job
it came to completion.”
offers that arise from excellent letters of
Winchell underscores what higher edu- reference from faculty with whom students
cation scholar George Kuh has document- have worked closely.
ed: undergraduate research is a “highWhile I’ve been hearing from our early
impact” practice that has positive influ- alumni and beneficiaries, more recent
ences on students. His National Survey of
Student Engagement (NSSE) found that 26 - See OPPORTUNITY, page 11
percent of graduating seniors at USU note

Joyce Kinkead
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
Which construction
proposal are you most
excited to see finished?
•
•
•

The Huntsman
School renovation.
New systems in the
KCH and Morgan.
Changes to the
HPER building.

Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.
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Unity: Organization reminds Aggie
opponents that Spectrum is our house
-continued from page 10
dents that didn’t recognize school.
the flag and wondered why
Unity is key at athletic
anybody would wave any- events. The endless pleadthing in the air that wasn’t ings of the Bull Sheet have
supporting the
implored fans
team. If you
to make noise
want to show “The synchrowhen approsupport
for
priate – when
your team, you nized waving of
USU is playhave plenty of thousands of
ing
defense
widely accept- arms while sing- – and keep
able options. ing the Scotsman quiet
while
You can wave
on offense to
a Utah State demonstrates
allow Diondre
flag. You can that as a crowd
Borel to work
paint yourself we cheer as
his magic. We
blue and, with
are
further
your
fellow one.”
encouraged
brethren, spell
to throw our
out AGGIES
friends up in
on your painted chests. You the air after each scoring
can even imitate Big Bill and drive. In the Spectrum,
try to distract free throw we are more experienced
shooters. All of these things with unity. The synchrowould be helping support nized waving of thousands
the Aggies. Waving some of arms while singing the
obscure flag for your own Scotsman demonstrates
self-gratification, however, that as a crowd, we cheer as
does NOT support your fel- one. This same organization
low fans, the team, or the makes the winning team,

losing team chant a magical moment for fans, and a
strong reminder for opponents that the Spectrum is
our house.
Now clearly the lapse
in unity of a fraternity flag
flying in the stands is not
going to prevent our team
from winning. It just seems
to be in bad taste. I appreciate all the good that the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
and all the Greeks do for
the university and the community. Collectively, their
many
accomplishments
are noble and worthy of
respect, and I can’t emphasize that enough. This being
said, when you come to
Aggie games, come to support the team and not yourselves.
Tyler Barlow is a sophomore majoring in computer science engineering.
He can be reached at tyler.
barlow@aggiemail.usu.edu

Opportunity: USU program one of
the oldest and best in the nation
-continued from page 3
grads also weigh in. Emily Bowen Stoker
(’10) is still reaping benefits from her
URCO Grant. She says of her new position at Caisson Labs, “I’m very grateful for
my experience with URCO as I’m helping write a grant for the Department of
Commerce.”
Current student Travyn Mapes traveled
to Houston the summer after his freshman
year to ride the vomit comet as part of the
Get Away special research project.
He said: “The trip was amazing. I really
loved the project and the knowledge I
gained. I was interviewed as part of the
team for a KSL-TV story; afterwards I realized that a year ago I’d have never thought
I would be in this type of situation, and the

Research Fellowship really pushed me to
where I am.”
Listening to students express their
dreams and goals about their undergraduate education and beyond and then following up on suggestions has been a hallmark
of the research program. It’s made the
program one of the best in the nation.
Want to learn more about undergraduate research and how you can become
involved? Visit http://research.usu.edu/
undergrad.
Joyce Kinkead is the USU associate vice
president for research and a professor of
English.

Bridal Event
Girl’s Night Out!
Wednesday, Nov. 17th
5:00 - 8:00

You Will:
• Try on hundreds of beautiful
engagement rings.
• View a vast selection of diamonds from
Antwerp, Belgium.
• Enter the drawing to win a 1/2 ct. diamond
valued at $1,500.
• Hold a 3 1/2 carat pink diamond
valued at $50,000!
• Enjoy a piece of delicious cake made by
Shaffer House Bakery
a
Win rat
ca
1/2 ond!
m
D ia
Store Hours:
Monday - Saturday
10:00 - 7:00

Where Utah Get’s Engaged!

141 North Main • 752-7149
www.seneedham.com

Middle of the block
at the sign of the clock.

Stimulus THIS!
Puzzles, desk organizers,
mugs, T-shirts... just some
of the items you can have
a STATESMAN PHOTO
reprinted on. Some items
as low as $3! Go to www.
utahstatesman.com and
click on the PHOTO
REPRINTS link (options).
Go shopping. You’ll find it
stimulating. And Congress
wasn’t even involved!

Some Items 50% off!
from previously published prices. Do it today!
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Pilots among dismayed at scanners & pat-downs
CHICAGO (AP) – Airport security stops
one airline pilot because he’s carrying a butter knife. Elsewhere, crews opt for pat-down
searches because they fear low-level radiation
from body scanners could be harmful. And
in San Diego, one traveler is told he can’t
fly at all when he likens an intrusive body
search to sexual harassment.
Annoyance at security hassles has been
on the rise among airline crews and passengers for years, but the widespread use of
full-body image detectors this year and the
simultaneous introduction of more intrusive
pat-downs seems to have ramped up the
frustration.
As passengers have simmered over being
forced to choose scans by full-body image
detectors or rigorous pat-down inspections, some airline pilots are pushing back.
Much of the criticism is directed at the
Transportation Security Administration.
“I would say that pilots are beyond fed

up,” said Tom Walsh, a pilot and sometimes
aviation security consultant. “The TSA is
wasting valuable time and money searching
the crew – who are not a threat.”
Even one of the nation’s most celebrated
pilots, Capt. Chesley “Sully” Sullenberger,
has detected the growing unease.
“The fundamental reason is that airline
pilots are already the last line of defense for
anyone who poses a threat to the airplane,”
said the soft-spoken Sullenberger, who successfully ditched his US Airways plane in the
Hudson River last year after it struck birds
during takeoff. “We are – and would like
to be considered – trusted partners in that
important security mission.”
The scanners show a body’s contours
on a computer stationed in a private room
removed from the security checkpoints. A
person’s face is never shown and the person’s
identity is supposedly not known to the
screener reviewing the images. Under TSA

rules, those who decline must submit to patdowns that include checks of the inside of
travelers’ thighs and buttocks.
Top federal officials said Monday that the
procedures are safe and necessary sacrifices
to ward off terror attacks.
“It’s all about security,” Homeland
Security Secretary Janet Napolitano said. “It’s
all about everybody recognizing their role.”
That’s not how John Tyner sees it.
The software engineer posted an Internet
blog item over the weekend saying he had
been ejected from the San Diego airport
after being threatened with a fine and lawsuit for refusing a groin check after turning
down a full-body scan. He said he told one
federal TSA worker, “If you touch my junk,
I’m gonna have you arrested.”
“I told the person that being molested
should not be a condition of getting on a
flight,” the 31-year-old said in a phone interview Monday.

TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
(TSA) Administrator John Pistole, right, accompanied by Homeland
Security Secretary Janet Napolitano, left, speaks to the media at
Washington’s Ronald Reagan National Airport on Nov. 15. AP photo

Building tragedies devastate China and India, killing 119
BEIJING (AP) – Two of Asia’s most dynamic
and fast-growing cities were struck within
hours by disasters that devastated a pair of
apartment blocks and underscored the challenges faced by both China and India as they
try to enforce safety and building codes amid
torrid economic growth.
In Shanghai, welders apparently ignited a

RELATIVES BURN BELONGINGS of their
relatives who were killed in the Monday fire on an
apartment building in Shanghai Nov. 16. AP photo

blaze that engulfed a high-rise, while in New
Delhi it might have been monsoon rains or an
illegal new floor that caused the building’s collapse Monday. The two tragedies, thousands
of miles (kilometers) apart, killed at least 119
people.
Indian and Chinese cities have expanded
at breakneck speed over the last few decades,
buoyed by growth that has swelled the middle
class and brought waves of rural migrants seeking better opportunities. The pace and scale
of the building boom has been head-spinning,
and is not expected to slow soon.
Investigators looking into Monday’s blaze
in Shanghai say unlicensed welders misused
their equipment, accidentally starting the fire
that quickly engulfed the 28-story apartment
building. Police detained eight people Tuesday
as they investigated the blaze that killed 53 and
sent 70 to hospitals.
In New Delhi, the five-story building pancaked, killing 66 people and injuring scores.
Neighborhood residents said the landlord was
adding an unauthorized floor to the 15-year-old
building to pack in more migrant workers and
their families. An official said monsoon rains
may have weakened the structure.

Maria Chen, China representative for ICF
International – a management and technology
consulting company based in Fairfax, Virginia,
that helps companies in China become more
energy efficient – said the rapid pace of construction inevitably leads to disasters such as
the fire in Shanghai.
“Part of the problem is just the scale of magnitude,” said Chen. “Every year China is putting up 2 billion square meters (2.4 billion sq.
yards) of new building space ... That’s 50 times
Manhattan’s office stock.”
So China is putting that many buildings on
the ground, quickly, and with minimal (safety)
enforcement. That’s really one of the overarching problems – and also developers desire to
make quick money.”
India and China have produced high growth
in sharply different ways. China’s more government-directed capitalism excels at topdown
directives and mammoth infrastructure
projects. India’s urbanization has been more
chaotic with greater scope for private entrepreneurship. But they are both running up against
basic problems in their race to modernize:
shoddy construction, lax enforcement of building codes, and rampant corruption.

In India, the result has been glass and steel
high-rises and thickets of crowded low-rise
buildings and shanty towns. Callous building
contractors flout existing laws while unscrupulous government officials ignore illegal constructions of poor quality that meet the soaring
demand for cheap housing.
With land prices spiraling out of control
in New Delhi, builders stack additional floors
onto their buildings without getting the
required clearances or by paying bribes to get
officials to turn a blind eye – which residents
alleged is what happened in Monday evening’s
disaster.
The building, housing hundreds of people,
was located in the city’s congested Lalita Park
area. Emergency efforts were hampered because
vehicles had difficulty navigating the neighborhood’s narrow alleyways.
Officials ordered the evacuation of at least
one other nearby building with a flooded basement that they feared could collapse.
In China too, real estate prices in mega-cities
such as Beijing and Shanghai have spiraled, yet
residents often worry about the integrity of new
gleaming buildings that are built fast and with
little apparent attention to quality.

Silence isn’t golden for engine-maker Rolls-Royce
LONDON (AP) – Silence has not proved golden for Rolls-Royce,
the maker of an engine that blew apart on the world’s biggest commercial jetliner this month, shooting metal scrap into the wing and
setting off a plunge in the British company’s stock price.
Rolls-Royce has limited itself to just one vaguely-worded public
statement since the Nov. 4 accident on the Qantas A380, a strategy
that analysts say may be causing more damage to the British company than the incident itself.
The almost 10 percent drop in the share price has wiped around
$1.5 billion off the value of the company since the blowout on the
superjumbo. Some analysts say the plunge may result less from concrete evidence of financial trouble than investors’ uncertainty and
unanswered questions.
Aviation officials have identified an oil leak near a turbine as the
flaw in the massive Trent 900 engines. Rolls-Royce has been speaking regularly in private to A380-maker Airbus and the airlines that
use the Trent 900 about the impact on the superjumbos in service
and the scores due for delivery to airlines in coming months.
But its public response has been a different matter.
Qantas Chief Executive Officer Alan Joyce was quick to call a
press conference and has spoken out many times since the accident.
Rolls-Royce’s longtime CEO John Rose hasn’t directly addressed the
public yet. And the company has declined comment on virtually
every question from the press.
Months after BP executives spectacularly mismanaged their early
response to the devastating Gulf of Mexico oil spill by promising
quick fixes and making unguarded comments, Rolls-Royce appears
to be treading more warily.

The engine issue is not on the scale of the Gulf oil spill, either
commercially or politically. Still, the two companies, among the last
of Britain’s major international players, appear to have mishandled
their responses, analysts said.
“Both companies have suffered due to inadequate crisis communication,” said Jonathan Hemus, director of reputation management
and communication consultancy Insignia.
Part of the problem may be the reserved corporate culture of
many British firms. Those in crisis tend to be shy of making too
many public announcements too soon, unlike American firms
where the mantra of immediate public response to emergencies is
nearly universal.
The advantage of communicating was highlighted on Friday
when the company put out a statement saying the problem was
linked to an unspecified single part and outlining a plan of action to
replace it. Rolls-Royce’s shares jumped 4.6 percent in a day – almost
halving a 10 percent wipeout over the previous week. The relief at a
plan of action even outweighed an accompanying profit warning.
Then the stock started taking more hits Monday as the Londonbased company, which declined to comment on its communications
strategy for this report, returned to its no-comment stance.
The world’s second-largest engine-maker offered no response to
reports that entire engines would be replaced on several A380 aircraft in use by Qantas, Singapore Airlines and Germany’s Lufthansa
– reports that made the company the biggest faller on the blue-chip
FTSE-100 index with a 2.5 percent loss.
It also declined to talk about reports that it had asked Airbus to take
new engines off its production line in Toulouse, France, to replace

faulty engines on planes already in service, a process that could lead
to delays in deliveries of new planes.
Airbus spokesman Justin Dubon said Tuesday the EADS-owned
company was working to minimise disruptions and where there was
a need would take engines off the assembly line and try to use them.

A SCALE MODEL OF a Rolls-Royce engine Trent 1000 which
has been tailored for the Boeing 787 Dreamliner is displayed at the
8th China International Aviation and Aerospace Exhibition (Zhuhai
Airshow) in Zhuhai, southern coast of Guangdong province, China
Nov. 16. Rolls-Royce will temporarily replace any oil-leaking engines
an aviation official said Monday. AP photo
www.a-bay-usu.com

Call for Submissions & Editor
USU Honors Program & Undergraduate Research Advisory Board

USU’s Honors Program and the Undergraduate Research Advisory Board are
proud to announce the creation of a new journal devoted to undergraduate research
and scholarship by USU students: Discover: Utah State University Journal of
Undergraduate Research.
Discover is a peer-reviewed, open access journal dedicated to the publication of outstanding scholarship by undergraduates at Utah State University. This journal accepts
submissions of scholarly and research articles, from undergraduate students in all
academic disciplines. Submissions are accepted throughout the year; each volume will
be published on the Journal website to coincide with USU’s undergraduate research
day, Student Showcase, which occurs late March/early April. More information will be
forthcoming; this is an early alert. Stay tuned!
The Editorial Board invites applications for the position of Assistant Editor.
Applicants should be sophomores, having three years remaining in their undergraduate education if possible as the assistant editor moves into the Editor position the following year (assuming a positive evaluation). The Editor moves into Immediate Past
Editor role the next year. The inaugural editor of Discover is Natalie Marie Hatch
(Natalie.marie.hatch@aggiemail.usu.edu).
A second position is that of Copy Editor. To apply for either the Assistant Editor or
Copy Editor, please submit a letter of interest detailing background and skills as well
as a resume. Electronic submission to: honors@usu.edu. Review of applications begins
December 1.
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and GREAT
classified ads!.

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

The Joke’s on You! • BY YOU!
Take a look at this comic. All we
need is your gag line, your funny
caption. You’ll be famous and win
a free 44 oz. drink from Kelly’s
Foothill Mart! E-mail entry to
statesmanoffice@aggiemail.usu.edu
by Thusday at noon ... and watch for
the winner on Friday! Good luck!

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price
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Wednesday

Print sale

You need to know....

- Priority Registration for students with
40+ earned credits
- Great American Smokeout, TSC
Basement, 10 a.m.
- Meditation Club, TSC 335, 12 p.m.
- ARC Workshop, TSC 335, 3:30 p.m.
- SigEp Success Series, TSC Auditorium,
3:30 p.m.
- No Tomorrow Documentary Screening,
Old Main 225, 6 p.m.
- My Big Fat Greek Wedding, TSC
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
- Men’s Basketball at BYU, 7 p.m.
- Out of the Blue, Logan Arts House, 7:30
p.m.

The USU Printmaking Guild’s
10th Annual Print Sale Nov. 18
from 5-9 p.m. and 19 from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m.. The Print Sale will
include original handpulled limited edition work by USU faculty,
graduate, and undergraduate students. In addition to a large array
of prints, there will be T-shirts
and tote bags for sale.

Karaoke Night

Perfectionism and
Procrastination Workshop Nov.
17 at 3:30 p.m. in TSC 335. You do
not have to register to attend. For
additional information, contact the
Academic Resource Center at (435)
797-1128.
Quitting smoking isn’t easy, but
it is possible. Dedicate November
18 as a day to quit smoking and visit
Student Health Services booths for
support and more information.
EMPLOYEES - Wanting to get
a jump start on your fitness?
Contact Dayna (dayna.barrett@
usu.edu or 797-8519) to schedule
your FREE FITNESS ASSESSMENT
TODAY! Done every Thursday
between 12 and 4. Don’t miss this
great opportunity!
Cache Co. Sub for Santa is seeking people to sponsor a child/children for the 2009 Christmas season.
If you are interested in helping
provide Christmas for those in need,
contact the Cache Co. Sub for Santa
office at 752-6315. Our office hours
are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. M-F. We
would need the gifts to our drop-off
site by Dec. 11. Cash donations are
also appreciated, please send donations to: Cache Co. Sub for Santa, P.O.
Box 4603, Logan, UT 84323.
Utah State University College
Republicans will be offering two
more Concealed Weapons Permit
Courses on campus Nov. 18 at 6:00
p.m. in AGSC 234 and Nov. 20 at
1:00 p.m. AGSC 202. Cost is $45 to
attend/ pay on the day of the class in
cash or check MUST BE 21 YEARS
OLD TO TAKE THE CLASS! Please
RSVP to usu.gop@aggiemail.usu.
edu.
John Schmidt Christmas concert
on Nov. 20 tickets are now on sale at
www.arts.usu.edu Prices range from
$10 to $16. Steven Sharp Nelson and
Daniel Beck will open at the concert.
Stokes Nature Center invites
adults to a free Logan City LEED
Tour on Nov. 18 at 7 p.m. led by
Logan City’s public works director
Mark Nielson, and Police Captain
Jeff Curtis. Meet in the city council
chambers. To register visit logannature.org.

Nov. 17
Today is Wednesday,
Nov. 17, 2010. Today’s
issue of The Utah
Statesman is published
especially for Lindsey
Nygren, an undeclared
freshman from Draper,
Utah.

Almanac

Thursday

Today in History: In
2003, actor and former
bodybuilder Arnold
Schwarzenegger is
sworn in as the 38th
governor of California.
Schwarzenegger,
who became a major
Hollywood star in the
1980s with such action
movies as Conan the
Barbarian and The
Terminator, defeated
Governor Gray Davis in
a special recall election
on October 7, 2003.

- Priority Registration for student with 20+
earned credits
- 11th Annual Printmaking Sale
- Great American Smokeout, Merrill
Cazier Library, 10 a.m.
- Multicultural Student Group, TSC 315A,
12:30 p.m.
- Concealed Weapons Permit Class, AGSC
235, 6 p.m.
- Karaoke Night At Cafe Sabor, 6:30 p.m.
- Music Alumni Recital, Performance Hall,
7:30 p.m.
- Percussion Ensemble Concert, Kent
Concert Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Weather

Friday

High: 44° Low: 26°
Skies: Mostly cloudy

Wednesday, Nov. 17, 2010

Nov. 18

Nov. 19

- Priority Registration for Continuing
Freshmen
- Distinguished Alumni Speaker, Alumni
Center, 12:30 p.m.
- Cricket Exhibition, Nelson Fieldhouse, 2
p.m.
- Physics Demo Show, ESLC Auditorium, 7
p.m.
-High school band festival, 10:30 a.m. to 3
p.m., Kent Concert Hall.

College Karaoke Night at Cafe
Sabor on Nov. 18 at 6:30 p.m.
$5.95 burrito and drink. 40 percent proceeds will be donated to
the Huntsman School of Business
SEED program.

Photo contest

International Education Week:
Study Abroad Photo Contest voting will take place Nov. 15 - 18
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the TSC
2nd floor in front of the ballroom.
Come vote for your favorites!

Psychology study

The Psychology Department at
USU is seeking individuals who
are struggling with unwanted,
disturbing thoughts or behaviors
of a moral or religious nature to
participate in a study assessing
the effectiveness of psychological
treatment for these problems. If
you are interested or have questions please contact 435-535-1073.

Smokeout
The Great American Smokeout on
Nov. 17 and 18 from 10:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m. TSC Basement - Nov.
17 and Merrill Cazier Library
- Nov. 18.

No Tomorrow

AKD, the undergraduate sociology honors society, will be screening No Tomorrow, a documentary
about a death penalty murder
trial on Nov. 17 at 6 p.m. in Old
Main 225. The event is free, but
guests are encouraged to bring
a non-perishable food item and
cash donations for needy families
in Cache Valley.

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

Strange Brew • Peter Deering

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com

